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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to understand the conditions that enhance 

English foreign language students’ skills when using a blended environment. It 

explores a three-month journey of a teacher researcher who conducted a mix 

between an autoethnographic study and a grounded theory with 15 students of an 

upper intemediate level of English at a language institute in Bogota, Colombia.  

This qualitative dissertation uses autoethnography as part of the 

methodology. Autoethnography is research, writing and story where the researcher 

is the subject and the researcher’s experiences are the data (Ellis and Bochner 2000). 

The data collection techniques were observations and field notes, but interviews, a 

focus group and personal communication messages served as supporting data 

content analyzed with the grounded theory approach. 

 The findings indicate that students skills were stronger and they could 

evidence their improvement throughout their constant interaction, participation and 

self monitoring in the online space and the face-to-face sessions. These results also 

emerged from the discovery of different conditions that need to be present when 

using asynchronous learning networks to teach. In the end, the findings also show 

the need of self-reflection in every teacher’s own practices so they can give a voice 

to their best work and later it can be shared with the academic community. 

 

Keywords: Blended Learning, teacher’s role, autoethnography, self-reflection. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 “Learning from mistakes, learning by doing, learning through networking, and learning 

from a series of interpersonal experiments”. (Ross-Gordon, and Dowling, 1995) 

Throughout the time learning English has become an important need in Colombia 

and despite it may not be the most spoken language worldwide, it is the official language in 

a great deal of countries. It is estimated that a large number of people use English in order 

to communicate in their everyday setting. Then, being this language a dominant language 

for business, education, science, entertainment, research and cross-border interaction makes 

it pivotal to learn it in order to open up doors to new opportunities. 

There have been several methodologies, theories and strategies around the world 

with the purpose of helping language users to develop abilities in the acquisition of English 

as a foreign language. Currently, Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) can 

offer support to education by providing knowledge and skills development with computing 

and communication devices, software and applications. This is why, teachers and 

institutions around the world have been incorporating different systems, platforms, 

equipment… among others in order to make students reach goals strategically so they can 

succeed and learn through digital literacy.  

As it is well known today, ICTs can maximize opportunities for learning and 

helping processes in which the lack of practice and access is notorious. The purpose of this 

study is to get a sense of my own teaching experience and the necessary conditions that 

enhance the acquisition of English as a foreign language when using Blended Learning 

(BL). 
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 In a similar vein, I have realized the art of teaching is not just the one in which a 

teacher stands up in front of the class and presents grammar and vocabulary. My role as a 

teacher, for instance, requires constant planning, technological tools and strategic 

adequateness of activities for different learning styles. But, I had to learn how I had been 

performing these characteristics within my own practice, this auto ethnographic approach 

grants me the chance to share from the inside out as a teacher having experienced a deeper 

understanding of “self” and the changes that occurred in my practices along my journey of 

teaching (Ellis 2004). I describe how I took a glance at myself as a teacher to really observe 

what I was doing to make learning happen as a result of the analysis.  

During this study I will observe and describe not only through qualitative research 

but also through self-narrative my own teaching practice, in order to understand how to 

engage upper-intermediate level students in learning English as a foreign language in a 

blended learning space (ALNs - Facebook) at a language school in Bogotá, Colombia. 

1.1 Problem Statement  

Certainly, one of the main objectives of an English language course in its 

curriculum design is to provide students with language content and strategies to succeed in 

communication. However, the evidence of these characteristics is not always tangible since 

most of the students end up passing or being promoted to another level without fully 

accomplishing the exit profile. Therefore, these students have weaknesses that interfere 

with the acquisition of new structures, vocabulary, expressions… among others. This 

definitely affects not only the pace of the classes but also makes students’ process 

unsuccessful.  
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In this study, I provide information of my own teaching experiences, the steps I 

took, the advantages of constructing knowledge in and out of the classroom by examining 

and self-reflecting in the process and also offering an opportunity to understand a teaching 

practice. Lastly, apart from analyzing my own practice I show the progress students make 

through solid study habits with the results obtained within a 3-month period. 

Participants’ interactions on the asynchronous virtual space are basically shaped in 

the form of the construction of language learned during the class sessions, as well as these 

interactions offer up a window to the world that communicates through written 

English. This study wants to comprehend the teaching practice of a foreign language, 

recognize the characteristics that can make students appropriate the use of a blended space 

(Facebook as an ALN) and as a tool for them to communicate in an English context on a 

daily basis. Another important factor that will be covered has to do with pointing out to the 

academic community how the intentional adequateness of meaningful online work may be 

a valuable tool for English language teachers. This might bring together course contents; 

get to provoke written communication and real use of the language in a foreign language 

context.  

Similarly, through the application of an Asynchronous Learning Network (ALN) 

this study wants to explain how to successfully build purposeful written discussions that 

could lead to the consolidation of language structures as well as raising awareness on 

language improvement and cooperative learning. Generally, online spaces set for education 

have little or no interaction unless the facilitator / tutor requests students to post. However, 

as members of this virtual space (Facebook), students find chances to avoid time 

limitations, and similarly benefits of thinking and editing more cautiously before and after 
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posting multiple contributions. “An advantage of an ALN is that every person can think 

about, compose and revise their contributions at their own optimal speed, before posting 

them” (Hiltz, 1994). 

The study was carried out at this private language institution, in Bogotá – Colombia, 

where students are to demonstrate appropriateness of language contents. They work with a 

textbook for an upper-intermediate course. It is important to note that although the use of 

ICTs at this institution is acknowledged, it is not compulsory for these courses. 

Therefore, I had to examine my practice more in depth so I could clearly see what I 

was doing when facilitating knowledge and how my students could accomplish their 

educational goals successfully. There were many opportunities where learning took place, 

the need of making this evident to my colleagues pushed me to observe myself and analyze 

how not only the idea of using a social network on a face-to-face type of course could make 

blended learning active, but also the evolution of trial-error I have gone through in order to 

refine my practice for a change.  

In the end my big quest was intended to see how to help students achieve learning 

goals set and standardized in the exit profiles by means of those conditions that where 

making learning happen in our blended space. The writing process, undoubtedly, played a 

key role in the acquisition of English as a foreign language since it was the evidence of an 

active asynchronous participation.  

1.2 Justification 
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At this language center students are trained to carry out a specific project every 

three months that could take them to be autonomous learners. Teachers in this institution 

are to work with a student-centered perspective. Therefore, class activities and projects are 

seen within assessment, peer-assessment, and self-assessment practices that will ultimately 

lead to autonomous learning. Josephine Taylor (2009), academic director of the institution 

stated, “Even though the program is structured in such a way that students should be 

working on the overall program goals as they go through the tasks and projects, it is 

important to make them aware of what they are achieving and why we think it is important. 

This exploration of students’ expectations is crucial for them to begin to examine their own 

beliefs and to question whether and how they may adapt to a new way of learning”. 

Therefore, this study is key due to the importance of several aspects: the teacher’s 

role, the way one examines his own identity as a teacher in the planning of lessons and 

activities, the writing process development, the interaction with students for the realization 

of purposeful activities, the cooperative learning that led to language consolidation and 

awareness and, the implementation of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) in 

an English learning course. As Marcelo (1995) pointed out, “teachers are capable of 

reflecting on their own teaching practice, identify and diagnose problems in their own 

experience”, this is definitely a plus in this research. 

1.3 Research Questions and Objectives 

Primary Research Question. What conditions within a teaching practice 

strengthen the acquisition of English as a foreign language in a blended class? 
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Subordinate Research Question. What is the role of the writing process in an 

online space when learning a foreign language in a blended environment? 

General Objective. Understand the conditions that strengthen the learning of 

English as a foreign language when using a blended environment through a teaching 

practice. 

Specific Objectives.  

• Describe and observe the characteristics that shape a teaching practice of English as 

a foreign language. 

• Illustrate the role of the writing process for the acquisition and consolidation of a 

foreign language.  

• Provide opportunities to educators who are in search of self-reflecting their own 

teaching methods when implementing ALNs in the curriculum design for the 

realization of academic goals and optimum utilization of ICTs in the institutions. 

Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework 

The following theoretical framework presents a description of the essential elements 

that support this study. First of all, the comprehensive approach that deals with the 

necessity of the institution in making students aware of their own process and get learning 

strategies to become autonomous learners. Then, the importance of reflective teaching in 

education will also be explained since this concept involves a recognition that teachers 

should be active in formulating the purposes and ends of their work. The implementation of 
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self-reflection will certainly have a great understanding of their own teaching practice along 

with the factors that limit it and the possibilities there are to be their own agents of change, 

“…that they examine their own values and assumptions, and that they need to play 

leadership roles in curriculum development and school reform” (Zeichner & Liston, 1996, 

p. 5). Reflective teaching will be taken as one of the cores of the research process since it 

will later serve as an instrument of the methodology presented.  On the other hand, the role 

of Blended Learning (BL) and the Asynchronous Learning Networks (ALN) will be 

clarified offering a more detailed narrative with the use of Facebook as an ALN for 

education. Next, in order to support the process of collaborative teaching and learning using 

Information Communication Technologies (ICTs), the term connectivism will be 

approached by offering an overview of the different theories involved in the process of 

learning acquisition. There are different theorists who illustrate them very well; Silva 

(2011) presents from different authors some principles that ICTs should provide education 

in the design of learning environments. For instance, experiences that help students build 

knowledge, experiences that can be relevant and seen in the context of a social experience 

(Cunningham, Duffy and Knuth, 1993). Another principle has to do with the support 

offered by ICTs in terms of “developing cognitive abilities through analysis and synthesis 

of information” (Aiello, 2004, p. 64). Likewise, ICTs are predominant in this study since 

they support critical thinking and the ongoing development of abilities in the basic 

acquisition of autonomous competences.  

Later, the five-stage model by Salmon (2000) will also be presented to have clarity 

on the amount of interactivity and the moderating intervention there should be via online. 

Finally, knowing that every learning process requires assessment and evaluation, peer and 
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self-assessment techniques will be covered as part of the identification of weaknesses, 

strengths and setting of goals in the process of the acquisition of English as a foreign 

language (EFL). 

2.1 The Comprehensive Approach 

 In order to reach a better understanding of the teaching practice carried out for this 

study, it becomes necessary to highlight the philosophy of the program. According to the 

institution, the student is considered as the center of the learning process, as the agent of 

this process, as a learner in development. (Taylor, 2009) 

 The goals of the program are not merely linguistic, but rather social and 

communicative. For this reason, all activities during the class time are intended to provoke 

interaction and cooperation among students. Interaction that includes all learning skills 

involved in a language. It is the students’ task, later, to self-discover their own weaknesses 

and work on them in order to overcome and become the main agents of their learning 

process.  

 Current research has shown some factors that appear when facing a learning 

environment and even the Common European Framework (Council of Europe, 2011) 

emphasizes on the following areas perceived as communicative competences.  

- intellectual abilities and background 

- personality and learning styles and preferences 

- attitudes and beliefs 

- presence or absence of skills and strategies related to learning and language learning 

specifically 
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- social relationships, roles and status 

- affective, motivational and emotional issues 

- general knowledge and know-how and the extent to which this knowledge is brought to 

bear on the learning experience 

 An ordinary student’s journey in the program will have to adapt to certain elements 

in the methodology that are not tradicional compared to other institutions where English is 

taught. One of them has to do with strategy training. This aspect is crucial since it is build 

throughout study habits and routines that permit the learners be prepared to class, be ready 

to review and go beyond when personalizing contents. “Procedures and routines create a 

classroom environment where everyone understands which student behaviors are 

appropriate and what teacher responses are expected in every situation.” (Farr, S., p. 31).  

 Similarly, the critical role of learning extends to get students to be autonomous 

learners. For this purpose teachers have been re-thinking the program objectives and syllabi 

to establish a method where learners develop not only their language abilities but also their 

behavior towards evolving. Like this, the best conditions for learning to occur may be 

possible.  

 Taylor (2009) addressed precisely those factors.  

“We have come to the conclusion that an all-sided approach is best in terms of first, 

helping students adjust to the learning routine (commitment, attitude, learning 

styles, learning strategies, motivation, etc.). Along with this, we have been 

convinced of the need to provide an-ever wider possibilities for contact with 

English, inside and outside the classroom. We also believe that by doing this, by 

addressing the learner as a complete individual, by creating the best of all possible 
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conditions for learning to occur inside and outside the classroom, for meaningful 

exchange of ideas and cultural constructions in a supportive atmosphere, that we 

will indeed mark an important distinction between us and other cultural institutions 

as well as language institutes.” (Taylor, 2009) 

 One of the main goals of the institution and its philosophy has to do with the fact 

that students need to become good and independent learners where there they can guarantee 

life-long learning and foster autonomy and independence from the teacher. For that, not 

only language improvement but also learning consciousness becomes necessary. The 

concept behind this principie is called metacognition or thinking about thinking.  

Metacognition is often defined as the active concious control of cognitive processes to  

achieve a cognitive goal (Livingston, 1997). Therefore, being aware of one’s weaknesses 

and strengths can help process, learn and apply knowledge more easily and effectively.  

The comprehensive approach is relevant during this research since it helps 

understand better the researcher’s planning and development of activities in the blended 

spaces. 

2.2 Importance of Reflective Teaching 

Since this study is trying to understand a teaching practice, it is imperative to make 

use of an introspective view as a step to obtain this goal. According to Zeichner & Liston 

(1996), reflection is a slogan for educational reform that signifies a recognition that the 

process of learning to teach continues throughout a teacher’s entire career. This means that 

when teachers embrace this concept of reflective teaching, they start internalizing the 

willingness and abilities to study their own teaching practice and become better over time.  
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The term reflection refers to a thought, idea, or opinion formed or a remark made as 

a result of meditation but also refers to the production of an image by or as if by a mirror 

(Merriam-Webster Dictionary), in this study it will be taken as both perspectives, since the 

implementation of an auto ethnographic approach will be present in the study. Therefore, it 

is necessary to consider a thoughtful view regarding successful and/or unsuccessful 

practices that facilitate and contribute the betterment of teaching as such. 

The concept of reflective teaching stems from Dewey, (as cited in Pollard, 2008, p. 

360) who contrasted ‘routine action’ with ‘reflective action’. According to Dewey, routine 

action is guided by factors such as tradition, habit and authority and by institutional 

definitions and expectations. By implication it is relatively static and is thus unresponsive 

to changing priorities and circumstances. “Reflective action, on the other hand, involves a 

willingness to engage in constant self-appraisal and development. Among other things, it 

implies flexibility, rigorous analysis and social awareness” (Pollard, 2008, p. 361).  

 As it has been noted, reflective teaching is a dynamic process that is intended to 

lead through successive cycles, or through a spiralling process, towards higher-quality 

standards of teaching. This model by Pollard (2008) is simple, comprehensive and certainly 

could be an extremely powerful influence on practice. It is consistent with the notion of 

reflective teaching, as described by Dewey (1933), and provides an essential clarification of 

the procedures for reflective teaching.  

Figure 1 designed by Pollard (2008) represents the key stages of the reflective process.  
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It is believed that educators should know these aspects mentioned above and they need to 

be taken into account when teaching. Previous research has shown that critical reflection on 

teaching practices can contribute to reaching educational outcomes and increasing 

awareness in academic excellence. With this in mind, some of the benefits provided by the 

Queensland Government (QCAA Early Years Curriculum Guidelines, 2006) of critical 

reflection include encouragement on teachers to: 

• regularly evaluate their approaches to teaching and learning  

• understand more about the positive impacts of high-quality effective pedagogies on 

students’ learning  

• become more aware of the importance of high-quality interactions, including 

strategic intervention and substantive conversations to maximize students’ learning  
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• use action research approaches — e.g. drawing on alternative teaching strategies to 

help students to learn when familiar methods fail  

Additionally, reflective teaching can grant further research for innovation in 

education. Marcelo (2012) in its article Teaching to Teach makes emphasis on how the 

existence and discovery of problems that require a solution give an origin to innovation. 

Innovation in education is not only a concept but also a process that happens daily within 

the classroom. 

With this in mind, the different factors referred to above are included in the course 

proposed for this study, which will be one of the many characteristics that will allow it to 

be situated, as proposed in the objectives.  

2.3 The role of Blended Learning 

 In the last decade there has been a great deal of interest in education mediated by 

technology. A face-to-face class is not the only way to access learning. Nowadays media 

has become popular with new learning platforms, apps and software that facilitate content 

and data. Therefore, the rapid adoption and availability of digital learning technologies has 

provoked a combination of computer-mediated instructional characteristics into the 

traditional face-to-face learning class. This is precisely what most of the definitions of 

blended learning agree on, ‘combining online and face-to-face instruction’ (Reay, 2001; 

Rooney, 2003; Sands, 2002; Ward & LaBranche, 2003; Young, 2002 as cited in Bonk & 

Graham, 2006. p. 6). 

 Blended Learning (BL) is a trend in education today and according to Turpo (2012) 

it is determined by several particular conditions and representations that reflect knowledge 

to be shared and systematized as a referent in interaction on and offline. Today there is a 
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massive increase in the availability of tools that can potentially be used in a variety of 

different ways to blend regular classroom practice. Vaughan and Garrison (2005) have 

argued:  

Blended learning is on the cusp of transforming higher education. BL is used here to 

describe an approach to the design of a course or program that integrates the best of 

face-to-face and online learning while significantly reducing traditional class 

contact hours. With the pressing need to address the quality of the learning 

experience in higher education, blended learning is attracting considerable attention 

to enable the integration of appropriate and meaningful online experiences. 

(Vaughan	and	Garrison,	2005,	p. 8) 

There has been a wide spread of revolutionary theory related to the inclusion of 

technology in education. However, in some places around the world there is no access to 

these new movements, then making things happen with technology is still hard due to lack 

of resources. According to the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology of 

Colombia, considerable investments have been made by the government to make sure that 

the latest information and communication technologies (ICTs) be available for education. 

In the quarterly newsletter of 2014 the number of students per computer in schools 

drastically decreased going from 20 students per computer in 2010 to 11 students per 

computer by March 2014, which implies a reduction of 45% and a great satisfying advance 

for education in Colombia.  

In Colombia, there is no exception with the inclusion of new methodologies and 

tools that are trending globally in terms of education. Mendieta (2012) published an article 

in the Colombian Applied Linguistics Journal that addressed BL and illustrated teachers’ 
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views about this concept and the transition from the face-to-face to the online instruction. 

Her study revealed important conclusions such as, "online language teachers cannot be 

expected to become effective based on training meant for face-to- face classrooms when 

these two environments involve different skills and responsibilities" (Compton, 2009, p. 96 

as cited in Mendieta, 2012). Therefore, there is constant research carried out on this field 

since everyday there are new emerging pedagogies that adapt Computer-Assisted Language 

Learning. 

It is pivotal to realize the implementation of blended as a way to rethink and 

redesign the relationship between teaching and learning. Avoiding doing the same old 

traditional mix between the face-to-face and virtual spaces and then calling it “blended” is 

what Diez (2015) proposes in her study related to changing teaching practices and 

conceptions of the implementation of BL. A nice start is addressing critical thinking where 

students are able demonstrate a more complex and creative thinking. However, this is what 

makes this learning opportunity so challenging for teachers in the design and 

implementation phases according to Garrison & Ganula, 2004 (as cited in Diez 2015). 

 Blended Learning as a whole has taken over several institutions to articulate 

different content supported by digital tools. However, Contreras, Gonzalez & Fuentes 

(2011) claim that the incorporation of BL should not be conceived as the fact of adding 

technology to a class but instead replacing some of the learning activities with others that 

can be supported online.  

Graham (2006, as cited in Ramirez, 2014) states there are 7 main reasons why 

teachers create blended learning:  
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Reason 1: the possibility learners have to go back to the content presented and adopt 

multiple perspectives as they themselves go through different learning processes.  

Reason 2: being able to talk to others about the content learned. This process has been 

termed cognitive rehearsal. 

Reason 3: the possibility and ability to add context to blended learning through face-to-face 

or other types of interactions  

Reason 4: Learners can decide which content is most valuable to them. 

Reason 5: Learning is seen as longitudinal in the acquisition of knowledge, which will 

further lead to assessment and evaluation within an over-time paradigm. 

Reason 6: Learning is adopted as a social practice. 

Reason 7: Learning is understood as tacit and unstructured, because it can occur in non- 

traditional ways and environments.  

 

Using a blended space for the purpose of this study promotes the adaptation to new 

needs and desires of the future learners. It is important to note that getting the blend right is 

as pivotal as it can harm student’s retention, learners might not “click” with these new 

tendencies and the effect could be the whole opposite, as Stracke’s (2007) study revealed. 

The results indicated that students left the blended learning course they were attending for 

three main reasons:  

• ‘a perceived lack of support and connection / complementarity between the teacher 

and computer-assisted components of the “blend”  

• a perceived lack of usage of the paper medium for reading and writing  

• and the rejection of the computer as a medium of language learning’  
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(Stracke, 2007: 57).  

Although, BL is utilized in this study, it is carefully planned so all students and 

participants avoid lack of support and lack of usage with other skills that will certainly be 

involved before, during and after the data collection process. 

2.4 Asynchronous Learning Networking (ALN) 

Within the blended learning modality there are various technological tools educators 

include in their classes, ALN is one of them. According to the official definition (retrieved 

from http://www.aln.org): 

ALNs are people networks for anytime and anywhere learning. This combines self-

study with substantial, rapid, asynchronous interactivity with others. In the same manner, 

learners use computer and Communications Technologies to work with remote learning 

resources, including coaches and other learners but without the requirement to be online at 

the same time.  

One of the characteristics of ALNs is that the members of a class typically are not 

present at the same time or at the same place. Each student can send and receive a response 

at their own pace with the most convenient times. “After the course is over, the materials 

may be archived, and other students or faculty, months or years later, may be given 

permission to look in and see what happened in that particular virtual classroom”. Hiltz and 

Goldman (2005). 

Hiltz and Goldman (2005) also dealt with the feature of asynchronicity itself as that 

which sets ALNs away from alternative learning settings, on or off-line, highlighting 
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“Asynchronicity, which may at first seem to be a disadvantage, is the single most important 

factor in creating a collaborative teaching and learning environment”. One of the 

advantages, in contrast, is that every person can think about and compose and revise their 

contributions at their own optimal speed, before posting them. Because more time is spent 

refining contributions to a discussion before sharing them, online discussions are generally 

considered to be “deeper” than are in-classroom discussions. 

The importance of using an ALN is to help students engage themselves to the 

curriculum and to their own learning process by strengthening abilities in the EFL setting. 

Classes can become student-centered instead of teacher-centered since it is them posting 

and replying to each other. Swan (2003) assured, “Asynchronous threaded discussion is a 

frequently used tool because it is seen as more democratic and allows students to fully 

formulate their ideas”. Students’ interactions on an asynchronous space might provoke a 

deep analysis on the incorporation of language features provided in the textbook and real 

use of it in a foreign context which might also lead to reach goals for their projects and 

most importantly, their own process as EFL students. 

Teachers face new trends and technologies everyday, everywhere, every time. The 

Aspen institute report (2014) suggests learners to be the focus of the learning process by 

using networks that connect students in an integrated experience. Instead of going in the 

same traditional direction where educators in the 19th century were the spotlight of the 

setting, learners would be taking advantage of every resource, and chance inside and 

outside the classroom.  

Adapting to a new style of teaching involves orchestrating the use of technology for 

learning among a group of students, each of whom maybe working at a different 
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pace. This will pose a real challenge to teachers who are used to more traditional 

classroom methods. But, fortunately, the same network technology that can enhance 

and accelerate student learning can also be used to help teachers make this 

transition. (p. 48).  

The biggest challenge when using a virtual space is without a doubt the need of 

getting students’ attention and awareness towards strategic daily planning of questions, 

videos, links, pictures that can encourage members to participate and provoke authentic 

interaction among them. Woods and Ebersole (2003) noted, “It is the teacher who must take 

the primary responsibility for building a sense of connectedness and community in an 

online course”.  Swan and Shea point back to Carol Twigg’s (2000) challenge to educators 

to leave behind the old “in-seat” limits to teaching and learning in order to develop new 

paradigms that can more readily realize the full potential for deepened learning online. 

2.5 Facebook as an ALN for education. Writing to learn! 

Using Facebook (FB) as an Asynchronous Learning Network (ALN) for education 

offers different advantages, one of them is the fact there is no need to train students since 

this social network is widely known. It was founded on February 4th, 2004, by Mark 

Zuckerberg with his college roommates and fellow Harvard University students Eduardo 

Saverin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes. As of June 2014, it had 

1.32 billion monthly active users.  

Most students are acquainted with the Facebook features, options and settings so the 

selection of this social network is not only due to the fact that it is free, but it is also 

because students can be very participative and interactive since FB shows them if 
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somebody else has replied to their contributions, later they can get to read and even debate 

online.  

“All notifications, friend requests, and new messages will appear in the upper left 

corner of the site. When you have a new notification, a red bubble will be displayed 

over the corresponding feature with the number of new notifications you have 

received.” - Facebook, Help Center. 

Mills (2009) discovered that her students – with the help of Facebook as an 

authentic environment for enhancing communication, interaction and discussions in French 

were able to meet the grammatical, functional and linguistic objectives of her French 

language course. She had also highlighted that the use of Facebook was culturally relevant 

to her students. Her pupils also felt that the French class was more fun and applicable with 

the use of it and this enhanced classroom discussions among the French language learners. 

Additionally, Mills could get encouraged as well to be more accurate with the use of her 

French.  

On the other hand, Blattner and Fiori (2009) discussed and examined how Facebook 

could provide opportunities to enhance the “development of socio-pragmatic competence in 

language learners” and the “sense of community in language classrooms”. They also 

affirmed that Facebook could be used for authentic language interaction, increase 

motivation and improve the performance of language learners. 

In a wider viewpoint, ALNs are destined to support learning processes. Goldman-

Segall (1998) predicted that online communities will create a platform for multiloguing in 

which all participants, learners, teachers, even researchers, engage in layering their 
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viewpoints to negotiate meaning with each other to better comprehend the subject they are 

investigating and to create new knowledge in the process. 

Recent investigations have shown that Facebook can provide a positive trait on the 

student-to-student and student-to-teacher relationship (Mazer et al, 2007). Mazer and his 

colleagues realized that by using this social network, participants may see a resemblance 

with classmates and teacher’s personal interest which can lead to more suitable 

communication and learning goals.  Additionally, Facebook offers several chances to 

connect at different levels, researchers have argued that belonging to virtual communities 

can amplify involvement within people’s face-to-face communities (Wellman, Haase, 

Witte, & Hampton, 2001) and this is why positive results can be drawn through a practical 

use in educational settings. 

Within a space like Facebook, students are not only writing to communicate or what 

James Britton, whose theory of language and learning helped guide research in school 

writing, would define as “transactional writing” which is writing to inform, instruct, 

persuade… but students are writing to learn and this implies discovering, reaching 

understanding, consolidating… In "Writing to Learn Means Learning to Think," (as cited in 

Gere, 2012) Syrene Forsman makes the same point, but she directs her attention not to a 

theoretical justification but a practical rationale for writing to learn: 

As teachers we can choose between (a) sentencing students to thoughtless 

mechanical operations and (b) facilitating their ability to think. If students' readiness 

for more involved thought processes is bypassed in favor of jamming more facts and 

figures into their heads, they will stagnate at the lower levels of thinking. But if 

students are encouraged to try a variety of thought processes in classes, they can, 
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regardless of their ages, develop considerable mental power. Writing is one of the 

most effective ways to develop thinking. (Forsman, 1985, p. 162) 

All in all, teachers have to capitalize the idea that Facebook is a social network that 

is an integral part of people’s daily life. Therefore, if facilitators decide to provide guidance 

to the students in using it for educational purposes it will go beyond the social experience.  

Writing on FB can have an educational impact since students can learn key concepts 

and understand material more fully while also practicing some features of discourse for the 

specified discourse community. As Parker & Goodkin (1987) wrote in their book The 

Consequences of Writing, writing to learn can have additional positive effects in helping 

students mature as effective communicators even though the initial goal is to help students 

become better learners.  

Garrison et al (2004) noted that students should understand the tech tools they have 

access to, analyze the potential in these types, and reflect upon the nature and amount of 

communication with teachers and classmates that these online tools make possible. For 

Facebook to become a very important and relevant element in language classrooms, 

students have to make similar analysis. Promoting a community of learners is very useful as 

it often positively impacts affective learning and students’ motivation that, according to 

Gass and Selinker (2008), is a strong predictor of success in language classes. 

2.6 Connectivism 

After discussing some of the trendiest elements used in education today, it is pivotal 

to highlight aspects to take into account when promoting blended learning. Driscoll (2000) 

defines learning as, “a persisting change in human performance or performance 

potential...[which] must come about as a result of the learner’s experience and interaction 
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with the world” (p.11). Hence, learners are exposed to emotional, mental and physiological 

experiences that emerge from interacting with others, then making this “connection” 

possible in the learning spaces (face-to-face and online) becomes imperative.  

There are some theories that support this fact and Driscoll (2000, p14-17) claims 

this debate by acknowledging behaviorism, cognitivism and constructivism as all part of 

learning. All of the theories see knowledge as an objective that can be obtained (if not 

already innate) and developed through experience.  

Karen Stephenson (as cited in Siemens, 2004) states:  

Experience has long been considered the best teacher of knowledge. Since we 

cannot experience everything, other people’s experiences, and hence other people, 

become the surrogate for knowledge. ‘I store my knowledge in my friends’ is an 

axiom for collecting knowledge through collecting people (undated). 

In the same vein, connectivism according to Siemens himself (2004) deals with 

social networking by noting that people who connect through it are able to foster and 

maintain knowledge flow. Participants’ interdependence results in effective knowledge 

flow, providing the personal interpretation of the state of activities in an organized way.  

In fact, Barriga & Hernandez (1999) in “Teaching Strategies for a Meaningful 

Learning” present a constructivist approach that addresses somehow the need of connecting 

learners meaningfully. Apart from emphasizing on the rejection of a student seen as a mere 

receptor and a robot who simply repeats cultural knowledge, they cannot see the word 

development as an accumulation of specific learned concepts. According to the educative 

philosophy, the school should promote a dual process of socialization and individualization 

that allow students to build their own personal identity in the frame of a specific social and 
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cultural context. Consequently, teachers have the task to intervene and develop students’ 

abilities to think critically and learn meaningfully in a variety of circumstances (Learning to 

learn, Coll, 1988, p. 133 as cited in Barriga & Hernandez 1999). 

As it was discussed above, learning is no longer an individual activity. The way 

people convey messages to one another; the way they interact has changed when there are 

tech tools involved. Then, using new learning digital tools in the traditional classroom that 

connect students in and out of class is desirable for the purpose of this study. 

2.7 The five-stage model 

There is a clear point when using online networks as a tech tool in a learning 

process, and that is the time a tutor/teacher will have to spend when correcting, providing 

feedback and analyzing students’ performance. According to Gilly Salmons’ model (2000) 

there are five stages the individual has to go through along with his/her tutor in order to 

cope with the learning processes via on-line.  

The five stages are presented in a graph that describes the amount of interactivity 

and the moderating intervention with the technical support phases. 
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Figure 2.  

Salmon (2000) makes a clear distinction in the stages and shows in stage one 

(access and motivation) the role of the tutor when delegating students’ responsibilities and 

encourage quieter members to participate, facilitate the learning process. “Students who are 

used to having the teacher direct the learning process may expect a great deal of input from 

the e-tutor”.  

Stage 2 has to do with online socialization. In this phase students are reluctant to 

participate but they should be encouraged to read and enjoy others’ contributions for a short 

while before taking the plunge and posting their own messages. Participants later will 

contribute more confidently while they feel at ease online. The tutor, then, plays an 

important role in helping participants developing a sense of community. 
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Stage 3 is about information exchange, as information starts to flow participants 

generally become excited about the immediate access and fast response. There are two 

types of interaction, which are interaction with the course content and interaction with 

people. Students need to understand how the different interactions with peers and tutors can 

help them get their learning goals.  

By stage 4 (knowledge and construction) most of the participants engage in some 

active exploration and in the process of expanding their points of view and appreciate / 

acknowledge other perspectives. Students should be interacting and collaborating in their 

knowledge construction. “At stage four participants start to become online authors rather 

than transmitters of information. Knowledge construction occurs when participants explore 

issues, take positions, discuss their positions in an argumentative format and reflect on and 

re-evaluate their positions”. Salmon (2000) 

 Finally, by stage five (Development) it is the students’ job to take risks, reflect 

upon his/her and others’ processes as well as lead further discussions. Salmon stated, 

“Experienced participants often become most helpful as guides to less experienced peers, 

and may feel confident to confront e-tutors and provide them with feedback to help 

improve the learning process”. 

2.8 Peer and self-assessment 

Assessment in any teaching practice is necessary and mostly if students are trying to 

learn by using technological tools.  According to Gross Davis, B in his article Tools for 

Teaching (1993) teachers should take five or ten minutes of class time for students to read 

their writing to each other in groups. It is important for students to hear what their peers 
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have written in order to avoid making mistakes and clarify doubts in terms of form and 

meaning. 

Gilmore (2008) argued five advantages of error correction in writing. One of them, 

“An advantage of complete reformulation of error by teacher is that students receive 

accurate and comprehensive feedback, which specifically addresses their language needs”. 

However, as the sessions go by and several errors will for sure encounter repetition, the 

teacher-researcher might want to reduce the workload as peer-assessment is encouraged. 

“In-class peer-feedback provides a wider audience for students’ work, which can have a 

motivating effect. It encourages greater cognitive processing of errors by students and 

promotes learner independence. It also encourages collaboration and negotiation of 

meaning in the classroom”. (Gilmore 2008)    

            It is also important to clarify the fact of setting rules at the beginning of the course, 

the teacher needs to advise students not to focus on correcting peers’ mistakes online but on 

contributing to the analysis of thoughts. Later in the face-to-face session they would realize 

their own mistakes and either correct themselves or help others notice their errors. 

“Nonetheless, the first type of recommended assessment relies on the learner themselves to 

conduct an honest self-assessment” (Woods, 1996). Likewise, Barrows (1999) argued that 

beyond self-evaluation there are other methods that can be used for the purpose of 

assessment. Similar to self-assessment would be the use of peer-evaluation. 

Then, if students are well trained since the very beginning in identifying error 

correction and eliciting them consciously at the time of group reading, moments for 

correction will occur and little by little the teacher – student assessment will diminish and 
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the group and peer assessment will increase by resulting in the reduction of teacher’s work 

load and will benefit students’ writing fluency. “Of course, as classroom activities, they are 

also more time consuming, but the increased cognitive work they require should also lead 

to greater learning gains” (Cobb 1997) 

As it can be observed, this framework addresses the different factors that are present 

when learning takes place and it is assisted by technology. In order to understand a teaching 

practice it is pivotal to take a glance at the program objectives, the self-reflection process 

teachers can adopt, the role of blended learning in today’s education, the asynchronity 

outside the class and the sinchronity within the face-to-face sessions but also the 

implementation / follow up the educators are including in their daily practices.  

Chapter 3. Methodology 

3.1. Introduction 

When I first decided on documenting my work I wanted to select a methodology 

that could take a deep look at my own practice, all the steps and the evolution I have 

experienced as an English teacher. I was interested in sharing mainly the success, 

frustration, curiosity and discoveries that a teacher faces in and out of the classroom.  For 

me, it was intriguing to explore my own journey as a teacher but I did not want to sound 

narcissistic. I simply started asking myself a “why” question because 10 years have passed 

since I taught my first English lesson and I can now see I am not the same. There is an 

inner interest to question and prove theory and practice just as Stenhouse (1985) said when 

he offers an overview of the teacher researcher. Then I realized sharing my successful 
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practices might shed light on future research and it could certainly have great impact on the 

education field. 

I followed the procedures and regulations the institution I work for asked me to but, 

within my own teaching style, there was something else working very well that helped my 

students reach their learning goals. Since 2010 I had been experiencing this, until I felt the 

need to present it and show it to the academic field. Part of what I could acknowledge had 

to do with using technology in the classroom. Although all of my co-workers used digital 

tools too, my students seemed to realize goals faster and more efficiently, so I asked myself 

some questions such as: How did I provide and facilitate learning to my students? What 

was it that I was doing so well? What were my practices?  

Consequently, my interest increased as the time passed by and once I began to 

realize there were answers to my colleagues’ questions during our daily talks and that some 

of the ideas I implemented in my lessons could benefit others. So I started to think over 

how telling my story could provide answers to other teachers and also to me, because there 

were certainly many things going on I was unaware of and throughout my own observation 

and description I would be able to realize. The methodology in formative research is, 

according to Restrepo (2009), naturalist, qualitative and comprehensive. Then, the 

participant observation of the teacher researcher of himself, his pupils and the mutual 

relationships can help in the tranformation of teaching practices and even aid in the analysis 

and improvement of innovative research projects. 

On the whole, my interest is based primarily on my own interpretation of own 

professional experiences with teaching English as a foreign language and using a blended 
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space in my practices. Making my face-to-face classes blended have pushed me to make a 

statement and contribute to a better understanding of what characterizes the teaching 

practice of someone who wants to use online tools to facilitate the learning of a foreign 

language. 

3.2. Qualitative research 

 In light of the above, a qualitative research approach fits this study since it involves 

an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world, which indicates that qualitative 

researchers study things in their natural settings (Denzin and Lincoln 2000). The purpose of 

research in the natural setting is to understand what is happening in terms of the meanings 

of participants in the classroom make of their encounters. According to Creswell (2003) 

qualitative research approach is the one in which the inquirer often makes knowledge 

claims based primarily on constructivism, post positivism, pragmatism or 

advocacy/participatory perspectives or a combination of these. 

Some features of a qualitative approach are (a) the data is collected as words, (b) the 

outcome is a process rather than a product, (c) the focus is how the participants make sense 

of their lives and experiences, and (d) the language is expressive (Creswell 2003). This 

qualitative study is conducted using a grounded theory approach along with an 

autoethnography, a burgeoning form of research and writing about the self (Ellis 2004).  

3. 3 Grounded theory 

 Apart from the need of describing my personal experience through narratives of the 

self, some data is collected through other instruments were the need of another method 

becomes necessary. Grounded theory is an investigative process for building a theory about 
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a phenomenon by systematically gathering and analyzing relevant data (Charmaz 2006, 

Creswell 2009, Dey 1999).  

 Since the intention in this dissertation is to build theory instead of test it, grounded 

theory, as Pace (2012) suggests, is formulated from data using a constant comparative 

method of analysis with four stages:  

• open coding, which involves breaking the data down into significant concepts;  

• theoretical coding, which involves reassembling the significant concepts with  

propositions about their relationships to each other;  

• selective coding, which involves delimiting the analysis to only those concepts and 

relationships that are related to the core explanatory concept; and,  

• sorting the theoretical memos into an outline and writing up the theory. 

 

Given these stages, it becomes relevant to think that the caring treatment of these 

two mixed research methods can provide new insights into demanding problems such as the 

study of human creativity. Significant incidents are assigned labels known as codes 

(Charmaz 2006: 42-57, Glaser 1992: 38-40, Strauss and Corbin 1998: 101-5). By using 

codes, it is possible to identify concepts or abstractions of incidents in the data. They give 

the researcher a ‘condensed, abstract view ... of the data that includes otherwise seemingly 

disparate phenomena’ (Glaser 1978: 55).  

3. 4 Autoethnography 

 Autoethnography is according to Duncan (2004) a place where the researcher is an 

insider who writes about his or her own experiences in his or her own context. Unlike other 

qualitative research methods where the researcher is expected to keep personal bias from 
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the writing, this method is written in first person and provides a rich description of events, 

people and culture. Autoethnography is research, writing, story and method that connect the 

autobiographical and personal to the cultural and social (Ellis 2004).  

 Using this method provides me the chance to take an introspective view about 

myself. The chance it gives to comprehend the dynamics of facilitating learning emerges 

from an experiential viewpoint. Likewise, Ellis and Bochner (2000) define autoethnography 

as ‘an autobiographical genre of writing and research that displays multiple layers of 

consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural’.  

 I was first intrigued by autoethnography since it is almost new and is gaining 

momentum as a research method within the creative and performing arts, partly because of 

the opportunity it provides for writers, artists, performers and others to reflect critically 

upon their personal and professional creative experiences (Pace, 2012).  

 Ellis’s (2004: 30) research on narrative autoethnography states that the following 

features characterize studies in this area:  

• the author usually writes in the first-person style, making himself or herself the 

object of research;  

• the focus of any generalization is usually within a single case over time rather than 

across multiple cases;  

• the writing resembles a novel or biography in the sense that it is presented as a story 

with a narrator, characters and plot;  

• the narrative text is evocative, often disclosing hidden details of private life and 

highlighting emotional experience;  
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• relationships are dramatized as connected episodes unfolding over time rather than 

as snapshots;  

• the researcher’s life is studied along with the lives of other participants in a 

reflexive connection; and,  

• the accessibility of the writing positions the reader as an involved participant in the 

dialogue, rather than as a passive receiver.  

 

Additionally, The aim behind proposing autoethnography in my study is because it 

offers a very well planned, developed and described research. Chang (2008) argues that this 

method should be ‘ethnographic in its methodological orientation, cultural in its interpretive 

orientation, and autobiographical in its content orientation’. By selecting autoethnography, 

I am asking readers to sense the reality of my narrative and to turn into co-participants, 

engaging in the plot emotionally, morally and intellectually (Ellis 1996). 

 As I share my experiences in this dissertation, others who read this study can possibly 

identify themselves and experience the need of self reflecting their own teaching practices 

too. 

Finally, in order to deal with the data collected, as I mentioned above, grounded 

theory and autoethnography are the two methods to be used. Ellis argues that 

autoethnographies do contain analytic elements in the sense that ‘when people tell stories, 

they employ analytic techniques to interpret their worlds’ (2004:195-196) and Glaser 

(1978) states that incidents that share essential characteristics are given the same code to 

indicate their common link. Therefore, both methods help the researcher deliver an 

introspective point of view by placing himself as a primary subject of the study. 
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Chapter 4. Research Design 

 4.1 Participants and Context 

 Since the purpose of this study is to describe a teaching practice of EFL while using 

a blended environment, participants are crucial to determine the accomplishment of their 

own learning goals.  

Fifteen students of an upper-intermediate level of an English language center in 

Bogotá - Colombia served as the primary selection in the research. 10 participants were 

males and 5 of them females. It is important to note that participants were taking level 13 

out of the 18 levels taught by the institution.  

At this language center courses are given to teachers to work on a three-month 

project where the aim is to develop all language skills but there is also a special focus on a 

specific communicative ability. For levels 13 to 15, writing in an argumentative and 

academic style is the main target, then having the study here represents a big contribution to 

the students’ skills development and is also suitable for the institution and its curriculum 

due to the fact that writing is encouraged and is targeted through the online space. 

Students of this 13-15 block are supposed to have an A2/B1 level according to the 

Common European Framework (CEF) of reference for languages which permits to gather 

more data than what other less experienced courses might offer to this research. 

Furthermore, the number of students per class can go from 8 to 21. Therefore, 

participants for this study can vary due to variables such as promotion, drop outs and 
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registration. This is why, the selection is steady with 15 participants out of an initial 

number of 21 students. 

It is important to highlight the variety in this population. There are four different 

characteritics with the participants. First, in this institution students change their textbooks 

and teacher every 3 months. However, 7 students out of the 15 participants took classes 

with the researcher in levels 10-12 and coincidentially had to continue with him. So, these 7 

participants had prior experience with the teacher style and class routines. Second, in a like 

manner, 2 students were new in the institution and entered level 13 due to their domain of 

the language and as a result of a placement test. Third, one participant studied in the 

blended program the institution also offers where there is only one face-to-face session a 

week and a minimum of 12-hour online platform work. This participant, who took 2 levels 

with the same researcher before in the blended modality, decided to switch to the Adult 

English Program (AEP) where face-to-face sessions are 2 academic hours from Monday to 

Friday and coincidentially signed up in the schedule where the teacher was the same but the 

methodology is certainly different. Lastly, the other category of participants are 5 students 

who had taken the 12 levels at the institution with different teachers and with different 

schedules, at their own pace. 

 In the end, this study responds to the need of this specific case in Colombia where 

most of the institutions have included tech tools in their curriculum and use blended or 

virtual spaces for teaching, but may benefit from a teaching practice where evidence of 

goals achievement and accomplishment can be traced and described. 

4.2 Data Collection 
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 In this research I am one of the primary sources of the information gathered 

throughout the sessions. The experiences are recounted from memory, observations and 

field notes mainly. Having me make notes of what happens before, during and after class 

will certainly shed some light on how learning takes place within my own teaching 

practice. This is why, I used autoethnography which is described as personal narratives, 

narratives of the self, personal experience narratives and self-stories, first person accounts 

and personal essays (Ellis-Bochner 2000). 

In addition to this, personal communication is another data source that gives 

evidence on the students’ development of communication skills, adaptation, correction, and 

process in general. It is retrieved from the students’ participation on Facebook (FB), the 

online space used during this study. FB entries are all the comments, posts, replies and 

shares that the participants used in the online group they belonged to. This evidence is 

found at the beginning, during and after the study since it provided written consolidation 

and appropriateness of the foreign language. All interactions were in English and the use of 

translators, dictionaries or extra help was banned so students could use their own speech. 

A focus group oriented by the teacher researcher (See Appendix 1 for focus group 

questions) was proposed by day one of level 15 in order to explore a deeper understanding 

of opinions, preferences, likes and dislikes of the course. Focus groups are particularly 

useful when there are power differences between the participants and decision-makers or 

professionals, when the everyday use of language and culture of particular groups is of 

interest, and when one wants to explore the degree of consensus on a given topic (Morgan 

& Kreuger 1993). 
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Eight students were invited to participate and give their insights in Spanish so they 

could feel more comfortable when expressing opinions. Topics in the focus group had to do 

with the participants’ background, the course methodology, the teacher, the process, the 

online space, and the evaluation system. 

An interview was carried out with one single participant who did not attend the day 

the focus group was done. The participant for this interview was also chosen because he 

was the only student who did not use the ALN – Facebook and could then provide reasons 

on his beliefs, perceptions and expectations with the course and the online space as such. 

The type of interview was semi-structured (See appendix 2 for a sample), the skills 

used in this interview include the ability to clearly structure questions (Cohen et al., 2007); 

listen attentively (Clough & Nutbrown, 2007); pause, probe or prompt appropriately 

(Ritchie & Lewis, p.141); and encourage the interviewee to talk freely, “Makes it easy for 

interviewees to respond” (Clough & Nutbrown, 2007, p.134). 

Other instruments for data collection were used, an observation format, an interview 

and checklist from the teacher’s supervisor taken in the final feedback session with him.  At 

the institution the study was carried out, teachers are observed and supervised minimum 

twice a year. There was one session where the supervisor attended one class and took notes 

of what happened during the two hours. The main objective of this observation had to do 

with the accomplishment and following of procedures and regulations of the institution. 

There is a performance plan set at the beginning of the year that is signed by teachers who 

commit to follow the methodology, curriculum, policies and tasks proposed. This 

instrument, then, will give an insight of an outsider in order to see how much information 

emerges from the teacher’s practice and how much comes solely from the institution’s 
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principles. It is important to note that there was no Facebook activity or homework for the 

session observed, then the supervisor did not see the dynamics of it. however, he could 

evidence students’ interaction on the FB page during the feedback with the teacher 

researcher and have an opinion towards it. 

4.3 Ethical Considerations 

 Taking into account that this study will be carried out at a private language center 

and might benefit it in its curriculum when promoting ICTs, this research represents no 

risks. 

According to Sañudo (2006) the subjects involved in the research need to be kept 

anonymous and confidential (Folkman, (2011) as seen in Sañudo, 2006). Likewise, there is 

a consent form (See Appendix 1) for students so they can get to know the terms and 

conditions for this research in the “necessity of keeping the subjects’ privacy and at the 

same time continue the research path” (Sañudo, 2006, p. 14) since these participants will be 

providing the data to be collected. Besides, this consent form should include the objectives, 

procedures, risks and benefits of the research. 

Chapter 5. Reflection and Results 

 In the analysis of the data collected, a grounded approach was utilized where coding 

and categorizing emerged from the transcription of the instruments applied. This process 

served as the basis for preliminary analysis of the whole study and therefore, deep 

understanding of the data will help answer the research question (See Figure 1 below for a 

diagram of the categories and subcategories). 
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Figure 1. Diagram of categories 

 The hexagon presented in the diagram above shows four main categories that 

emerged in the analysis: Methodology, Purposeful not purposive Tech-Tools, Study Habits 

and Assessment. The first category, Methodology, deals with the type of course, level and 

the plan implemented all along the research project. Therefore, two subcategories such as 

Student Centeredness and Interaction were identified. The second category, Purposeful not 

purposive Tech-Tools, has to do with three subcategories that are Innovation, Support and 

Usability. The third category is called Study Habits, this category analyzed two main 

subcategories during the learning process that involve Autonomy and Evolution. The last 

category, Assessment, brings up the need of evaluation during a learning process, this is 
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why, three subcategories surfaced: Traditional Evaluation VS Assessment, Error 

Awareness and Daily feedback. 

As seen in Figure.1, the diagram not only presents the categories but this also serves 

as a whole for the sub question as the discovery of this study. The role of the writing 

process in an online space when learning a foreign language in a learning environment is 

traced all along the results. Therefore, the whole diagram is enclosed in an hexagon. 

The results of the analysis of this data is presented below: 

5.1 Category 1: Methodology 

 Participants in this study were to answer questions regarding the activities proposed 

during the sessions, the different aspects they encountered in this level and the previous 

experiences they had had in the institution or in other places.  

 The data collected through the focus group allowed to identify how students were 

feeling towards the principles the institution proposes for every class, which ultimately led 

to independent users of the language through learning strategy training and acquisition. It is 

important to note that there is a great deal of interest in the institution to strategy training 

based on the Learning Strategy Handbook by Chamot et al (1999). 

 Student Centeredness. As it was mentioned above, the approach the institution 

encourages teachers to go for is a student-centered learning in which the focus of the 

instruction shifts from teacher to student. According to Taylor (2009), there is a belief on 

the fact that a learner must come to understand himself as the pivotal agent in this process, 

which many times implies that the student must come to terms with other personal and 

social factors which aid or impede his own success”. This approach enables the students to 

solve problems and construct meanings from new information and background knowledge.  
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 In this regard, P8 expressed how the methodology benefitted his learning process 

“Yo antes de estudiar aquí pues venía estudiando inglés en la universidad, pero pues la 

metodología era muy plana la verdad era como un profesor pararse al frente, leer un libro y 

no más y entonces uno no aprende ahí, nunca va...” (Focus Group – P8). In like manner, P2 

declared in the focus group, “me ha gustado muchísimo la metodología porque no es el 

aprendizaje que uno está tradicionalmente o con el que ha tenido contacto tradicionalmente, 

que es simplemente escuchar al profesor dando una catedra o intentando transmitir el 

conocimiento que el profesor pueda tener, sino que efectivamente hay una interacción y 

cuando algo lo fuerza a uno a interactuar, a proponerse una meta y a fijarse un propósito y a 

adelantar procesos de conversación constantes.” (Focus Group – P2). This was echoed by 

P4, who insisted on the Facebook page the fact that she would not change the methodology 

neither the activities nor the pace. I wouldn’t change a thing of this methodology. I think 

that the most important advantage is that we can interact in a dynamic way and see our 

performance along the curse and it can be checked anywhere and anytime.” (Facebook 

Page – P4) 

 It was possible to observe how participants acknowledged how comfortable they felt 

during the course by being the focus of the activities. They highlighted the importance of 

taking actions in their own learning process instead of playing the role of a passive, receiver 

and listener student.  

 Interaction.  Globally, the concept of interaction during the years in the education 

system usually refers to Teacher – Student / Student – Teacher. However, during this study 

there were plenty of moments where students were the main focus of the class and 

therefore, they were the ones who were in charge of discovering structures, brainstorming 
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vocabulary, using multiple strategies timely and then applying them logically in 

communicative events with their peers.  

During communicative events students are to use the pragmatic competence that 

encompasses a variety of abilities in the use and interpretation of language in context 

(Bialystok, 1993 as cited in Brock & Nagasaka, 2005). These include a speaker’s ability to 

use language for different purposes (such as greeting, requesting, informing, demanding 

and so on), the speaker’s ability to adapt or change language according to the needs or 

expectations of the listener or situation, and the speaker’s ability to follow accepted rules; 

the maxims, if you will, for conversation and narrative for the purpose of interaction. 

 P6 wrote during the first week of the course the following comment on the online 

space related to his feeling towards the interaction in and out of class. “The methodology is 

pretty good, it's so dynamic and helps to improve English level at the time that we related 

as a group.” (Facebook Page – P6). Similarly, P4 echoed the importance of bonding with 

new students in the program, “we had not seen this excercise in other course, but it is 

interesting in order to share with new classmates.” (Facebook Page – P6) 

 In the results of the analysis, participants acknowledged interaction among 

themselves as a very powerful tool of advance and progress. P3 said, “Yo creo que lo más 

importante es la interacción que tiene el estudiante en la clase como tal con todo el mundo, 

tanto con el profesor como con los compañeros, interiorizar todas las lecciones que día a 

día estamos viendo en el salón y participar para… poder ehh mejorar a través de las 

correcciones que el profesor realiza en, en las sesiones de clase.” (Focus Group – P3).  

Moreover, P8 pointed out at the need of student-student interaction within a 

classroom by saying “…uno en otras clases ni siquiera interactúa con sus compañeros, 
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entonces la verdad las clases se hacían monótonas y muy aburridas, eso es algo que me ha 

gustado de aquí, pues uno siempre está interactuando con diferentes personas, pues yo no 

cambiaría esa metodología.” (Focus Group – P8). 

 Below there are other excerpts that support the importance of interaction in the 

classroom and they evidence the need of student – student interaction as a way to 

strengthen language contents. 

“Teniendo todos los días, los cinco días de la semana a diario, interactuando con 

mis compañeros pues ha sido muy bueno, considero que he avanzado arto y pues la 

metodología que llevamos con el profe y el poder postear en Facebook, las tareas 

que nos deja, pues son tareas muy importantes que fuera de extra clase lo ayudan a 

uno a aumentar sus capacidades para relacionarse entre sí.” (Focus Group – P5). 

“… al hacer como una interacción diaria con compañeros es mucho mejor porque 

podemos incrementar nuestro, nuestro… podemos fortalecer nuestro nivel de 

inglés.” (Focus Group – P6). 

“Tengo el apoyo de todos ustedes que diariamente me ayudan a poder comunicarme 

por medio de las plataformas y el apoyo de internet.” (Focus Group – P1). 

These excerpts above reaffirmed the need of social interaction, which involves L2 

learners’ interaction with others in social learning environments and inspired by the well-

known concept of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) by Vygotsky (1978) which 

deals with evidence between what a learner can do without help and what he or she can do 

with help. Likewise, as this author mentioned before in his study, a child follows and 

adult’s example and gradually develops the ability to do certain tasks by himself.  
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By giving students experiences that are in their ZPDs they are encouraged to 

continue working on their individual learning.   

5.2 Category 2: Purposeful not purposive Tech-Tools 

 When the course started, the teacher presented the class rules and duties. 

Participants knew they were going to use technology in and out of the classroom but some 

of them had only experienced the compulsory use of a Learning Management System 

(LMS) since the institution requires all students to work online by reviewing the content 

seen in class through quizzes, filling the gap and matching exercises.  

 Later during the sessions, students were presented websites, apps, videos… among 

other technological tools that could serve as a way prepare upcoming content and/or 

stregthen structures, vocabulary, pronunciation and other features of the language 

purposefully. In fact, according to the dictionary definition, one adjective one could find for 

purpose is the rare word purposive meaning “useful but not designed not planned,” such as 

in the case of unconscious gestures or facial expressions. Likewise, tech-tools used during 

this study where carefully planned and designed so the use of them could be purposeful 

instead of purposive. This is the case mainly of the social network Facebook (FB) which 

participants perceived as innovative and enriching when learning English as a Foreign 

Language (EFL). 

 Innovation. Although students at this institution have had the chance to either take 

class with several teachers (P1, P3, P4, P5, P7, P8) or just face this level as newcomers (P2 

and P6), in general all of them have experienced technological tools within their learning 

process. Nonetheless, students’ perception of innovation during this study was notoriously 

highlighted in the data collection process.  
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“Es algo muy innovador, porque en los cursos digamos cuando estuve en los de 

básico 4 hasta skills 3, siempre la tarea era como entreguen una hoja y se la devuelve 

corregida y pues hay veces, la verdad eso queda en el olvido. Con las redes sociales es muy, 

es una buena táctica porque siempre se comentaban todos los comentarios y el profe hacía 

las correcciones sobre eso, entonces uno aprende además de los errores de uno, pues 

aprende de los errores de los demás.” (Focus Group - P8)  

Even P9 who was the only participant who did not want to use FB due to his own beliefs in 

social networking confessed, “I believe facebook is a page where you can either lost your 

time or invest it in different activities. To my thinking it is amazing that facebook can be 

used to improve our English. I have to clarify I never used facebook in this time but I could 

see what my classmates did. I found this activity intellectually stimulating and I consider 

that this kind of activities challenge you creatively because it was really important to us try 

to use the new grammar on each post.” (Facebook Page – P5 posting P9’s opinion) 

 Students valued the innovative idea of using a social network for learning since 

they had not conceived this as an opportunity to grow intellectually. “Tener esa oportunidad 

de vivir a diario el uso de las redes sociales, para mí ha sido una experiencia totalmente 

nueva, muy buena, que no la había vivido con ningún profesor a pesar de que he tenido 

varios y me aparece muy enriquecedor, poder ver los errores que tienen tus compañeros, 

corregirlos y como estar en el proceso continuo, es muy bueno la verdad.” (Focus Group – 

P7) 

This category was called “innovation” due to the practicality of adapting existing 

elements and using them with other purposes, contrary to their main objective when they 

were initially created. Facebook, for instance, is now perceived by participants as an 
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innovative way to reinforce, study, connect, share and acquire language contents because 

they had not used it with the purpose of learning or practicing their English. Later, great 

results make students realize not only the impact it had but also the easy way to access. 

This was said by P12 who concluded, “I can conclude that in English there are many tools 

to learn easier and faster but few of them are dynamic and enjoyable like this.” (P12- 

Facebook Page) 

Usability. The term usability refers to the use and learnability of a human-made 

object, in this case with tech-tools, electronics or communication usability considers 

usefulness. Most of the times teachers try to implement social networks to their classes but 

the online space does not succeed and students do not perceive it as a place to learn. 

Participants P3 and P4 of this study mentioned Facebook as a space to take advantage of 

when learning a foreign language since this social network is not only free but also used on 

a daily basis by people worldwide predominantly for entertainment and declare “usar 

Facebook es otra manera de ver el mundo de la educación” (Focus Group – P3) and 

emphasize on the novel idea of using everyday tools to engage with the learning process. 

P1 also assures social networks helped her learn due to similar reasons and affirms “Las 

redes sociales están en auge, pues entonces en este momento todos prácticamente tenemos 

redes sociales, Facebook y demás. Y es algo que está al alcance, uno lo tiene en los 

celulares, bueno en cualquier dispositivo móvil, entonces eso es muy fácil poner un 

comentario en, o sea si te piden un comentario es muy fácil ponerlo porque lo tienes ahí en 

el celular o en el iPad, donde sea y para mí es muy fácil y estás aprendiendo; entonces es 

como no olvidarse de lo que viste en la mañana durante el día y practicarlo, entonces como 

que sientes que vas avanzando y no te desconectas del inglés que viste en la mañana y te 
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olvidas en,  durante el día sino al contrario, estás ahí como recordando y recordando.” 

(Focus Group - P1)  

Yet, P3 considers that using FB is enriching as long as the way it is used is the one 

he experimented in this course, which is basically posting an entry, the next day the 

comment is read aloud by the participant and it is exposed to everybody for an open 

(public) and polite correction (punctuation, spelling, verb agreement, plural forms… etc). 

P2 called FB a timely tool and P5 echoed this by saying “A mí lo que me gusta 

mucho de Facebook es que yo creo que no se siente como una tarea que estás haciendo del 

curso, sino hoy día todos estamos interactuando a cada momento con las redes sociales, 

entonces es algo más de interacción con la red y no sentarse ¡Ah! es que tengo que hacer 

una tarea, me dejaron este trabajo.” (Focus Group – P5) 

This confirms the purposefulness of FB as a valuable tool in education since 

students do not perceive it as a social space exclusively but as a learning one instead. This 

serves as evidence for what Barriga (2003) states regarding learning and action being 

inseparable. It is evident that participants learned by doing.  

P9 recognized his progress and acknowledges the resources, websites, links and 

videos shared in the online space although he did not use it due to his personal beliefs 

towards Facebook, “yo siento que he mejorado muchísimo y que es, la clase me ha 

aportado mucho, porque además se ve que usa mucho recursos, digamos como que usted, 

sugiriendo páginas y todo eso para estudiar constantemente es algo importante.” (Interview 

– P9) 
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 On the other hand, participants also felt the need to talk about the other tech-tools 

used in the learning process although FB was the most mentioned during the data collection 

process. Participants then talked about Whatsapp, Youtube, Podcasts, TV shows… among 

others. 

“Hay varias herramientas que le permiten a uno es desarrollar su manera de, de auto 

aprender y que también podrían ser, pues una alternativa para no hablar solamente del 

Facebook.” (Focus Gruup - P3) 

“Una herramienta que podría ser muy útil para el tema teórico, cuando por ejemplo 

se quieren dictar clases ya especializadas, por ejemplo en áreas de gramática o algún tema 

específico, son los videos de youtube, porque los videos de youtube son herramientas que 

permanecen ahí y si usted tiene una duda sobre algo que no le quedó claro, sobre algún 

tema que se abordó en una clase uno puede retomarlo en el video y los 5 o 10 minutos que 

dure el video pueden ser muy útiles para retroalimentarse.” (Focus Group – P2) 

The idea above was also supported by P5, “Toda la parte de videos que hay hoy día 

en youtube, uno encuentra cursos completos de inglés o de diferentes idiomas y uno 

refuerza mucho lo que ve en clase cuando un tema no es muy claro o puede que no la haya 

cogido uno de primeras uno” (Focus Group – P5) 

On the whole, the use if technological tools in the classroom promoted willingness 

to be in touch in the participants since they saw it as an open door to learn. “Adicional a 

FB, alguna vez usé como grabaciones, podcast que llaman, ehh… se descargan al celular y 

uno va escuchando de un tema que uno quiere, quiere como profundizar, entonces uno lo 

puede escuchar en el Transmilenio, en el carro, entonces es una herramienta que también 
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puede ayudar a fortalecernos, no sólo quedarnos con las herramientas del profesor, sino 

también abrir otras puertas y ver que otras opciones hay.” 

Support. Working with this social network is intended to retain concepts, 

structures, strategies and also to promote critical thinking when writing academically. 

Participants perceived the use of technology similarly. P1 said “Entonces es como no 

olvidarse de lo que viste en la mañana durante el día y practicarlo… como que sientes que 

vas avanzando y no te desconectas del inglés que viste en la mañana y te olvidas durante el 

día sino al contrario, estás ahí como recordando y recordando, entonces para mí ha sido 

muy positivo ese aspecto y muy diferente con respecto a otros profesores.” (Focus Group – 

P1). P7 also agreed on this idea and asserted, “Lo que hace el profesor con las tareas que se 

hacen con las redes sociales, nos ayuda a mejorar nuestra escritura y aprendemos de todo.” 

(Focus Group – P7) 

Participants highlighted how convenient FB is when looking for material to practice 

the content seen in class and how easy it is to find a bank of links and support the teacher 

/facilitator shares in order to review. “I think that it was the best idea to implement 

Facebook in our process because the majority of us have a cell phone and use this social 

network, so it was easier comment this in anywhere and anytime. I'm totally into this 

alternative method of learning and practicing English.” (Facebook Page – P6). This was 

echoed by P2 when mentioning how handy FB comes when working on their own. 

“Muchas veces uno abandona sus cuadernos o sus libros, sino que en las redes sociales está 

vigente el material que, que se transmite, entonces tenemos acceso a los links y si uno 

quiere volver a visitar ese link fácilmente lo puede encontrar  en el muro de la página que 

tenemos dispuesta para, para el aprendizaje o si queremos revisar un comentario que ya 
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habíamos corregido previamente y retomarlo, es fácil de encontrarlo no es simplemente que 

un cuaderno con 50 o 30 páginas o un libro con ciento y pucho e´ páginas que póngase 

usted a buscarlo, no es lo mismo que usted ya tiene la oportunidad y el tiempo específico 

destinado para buscar la herramienta que estaba buscando.” (Focus Group - P2) 

One conflict they found with prior experiences with the use of Whatsapp had to do 

with the invasion of privacy since comments on this app can get out of control,  

notifications can come all over the place and even the fact that the teacher/facilitator could 

not give them timely feedback. Participants P1, P4 and P6 debated on the use of this 

application as a way to learn and practice English out of class.  

“Utilizábamos WhatsApp como medio para hablar. Ehh… se hacía un grupo, se 

discutía un tema y sobre ese se manejaban comentarios, de pronto no veía mucho un 

feedback por parte del profesor porque pues es complicado pero, pero eso me pareció como 

método de conversación como innovador y bastante interesante, en WhatsApp, los grupos 

de conversación.” (Focus Group - P4) 

“WhatsApp puede ser una buena herramienta pero, incluso puede ser un poco 

incómodo porque ya se mete mucho con la intimidad de uno y estar revisando WhatsApp 

pues cada instante para, para revisar que está escribiendo mucha gente puede ser incómodo 

para cada persona.” (Focus Group - P6).  

P1 then made the comparison of using Whatsapp Vs Facebook and she noted that 

one of the advantages FB has is that it is not invasive and you can work on your settings to 

filter or ban certain features, “A mí me pasó algo con el WhatsApp en un cursos anteriores, 

un grupo que había hecho en, pues como en skills one, no recuerdo bien cual curso y era lo 
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que decía Juan Pablo, ya era demasiado, demasiado… Lo que no pasa digamos en 

Facebook que, creo es la red social que más se adapta a lo que estamos usando, porque si te 

poner a pensar en otras redes sociales no se podría hacer eso mismo, o sea que no quede 

pues público y que sólo te interese a ti y a la clase, o sea con los que estás en clase. 

Depende como lo configures!” (Focus Group – P1) 

Other comments by participants P3, P8 and P1 include the integration of other areas 

that are key in the process and development with FB. Analysis of issues such as, “the 

teacher is to share appropriate material that encourage them to comment”, “Students are to 

be responsible and constant with the tech-tools use”, “FB is even helpful in the evaluation 

process”, will be later discussed in other categories and subcategories during this study. 

In contrast, one weakness participants evidenced on the use of FB is the number of 

students per class. “la metodología específicamente de Facebook se ve seriamente afectada 

por, por la cantidad de personas que hay en un grupo, porque es muy buena la idea cuando 

son grupos, pues no pequeños, pero cuando no, no son grandes cantidades de personas 

porque se, se  pierde la atención a la hora ya de hacer una retroalimentación constante.” 

(Focus Group - P2) 

In conclusion, participants see tech tools as a complement to their learning process 

and emphasize on the importance of it in our time. Evidence of this are portrayed in the 

following excerpts taken from the Focus Group, the Facebook Page and the interview with 

the teacher’s supervisor. 

“Las herramientas que utiliza la institución para el autoaprendizaje y adicional a el 

material que el profesor nos asigna a través de internet, complementa muy bien la manera 
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como uno está desarrollando el método de estudio para poder llevar un aprendizaje mejor. 

(Focus Group – P3) 

“Besides this social network has good advantages due to we can use this as a 

repository, because from challenge one to three the teacher has uploaded differents links 

from internet that we can use to practice our language and also to reinforce on the topics.” 

(Facebook Page – P8) 

“La metodología que llevamos con el profesor, el poder postear en Facebook, las 

tareas que nos deja, pues son tareas muy importantes que fuera de extra clase lo ayudan a 

uno a aumentar sus capacidades. (Focus Group – P8) 

In this regard, the researcher’s supevisor also addressed the purpose of the tech tools 

used as a notorious evidence of progress in students, “the key definitely was the teacher's 

planning and engagement needed for most tasks and the students’ use of the language when 

commenting.  This is clear proof of the successfulness of the online tool.” (Interview with 

Supervisor – Final feedback) 

5.3 Category 3: Study Habits 

 At the institution where the study was carried out all students are supposed to have 

healthy study routines that can help them get prepared for the face-to-face sessions and also 

routines that can reinforce the content seen during the sessions. From day 1 of the courses, 

students are presented a set of habits they need to incorporate daily before, during and after 

class. Study habits can serve, as a vehicle to consolidate language, notice improvement and 

this is why, participants affirmed to have acquired routines that were crucial in the learning 

and adoption of structures, concepts among others in an independent way. 
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 Autonomy. One of the goals within the curriculum is to make students independent 

learners, students who can continue learning even once they have graduated. The main 

objective is the one in which students can learn to be able to identify their strengths and 

weaknesses when confronted with a task and of course they should learn a series of 

strategies to deal with tasks and how and under what circumstances apply them (Taylor, 

2009).  

This principle of autonomy is evidenced in the data when participants recognized 

the awareness of studying and being willing to get goals independently. P7 offered his 

opinion by saying, “Aparte de la buena disposición es complementarlo en los trabajos, en 

sus casas, desarrollando las actividades el uso de las redes, desarrollando la plataforma que 

la institución nos da acceso a ella y nada, corregir de los errores de nuestros compañeros y 

lo que el profesor nos diga nos oriente y las actividades. Preparación de clase, todas las 

herramientas que hasta el momento nos ha brindado la institución y el profesor.” (Focus 

Group – P7). In a similar manner, Participant P4 concluded that a learning process requires 

willingness and commitment; she said “Si tú estás dispuesto a preparar la clase, a participar, 

a poner tu plataforma al día, o sea es un tema de actitud y disposición. Básicamente eso. Si 

tu vienes a, con ese deseo de aprender, el de tomar todos esos conocimientos que tú (el 

profesor) nos brindas, todas las herramientas, internet, redes sociales, todas las actividades 

que nos pones didácticas, que también son bastantes. Es un tema básicamente de 

disposición y el estudiante que quiera venir y lograr obtener sus objetivos, ehh lo básico y 

lo necesario que deben contar es eso.” (Focus Group – P4). 

 Autonomy can bring extra benefits and one of them is the ability to see English as a 

subject that goes beyond a classroom. Participant P1 addresses this need, “Entonces es 
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como no olvidarse de lo que viste en la mañana durante el día y practicarlo, entonces como 

que sientes que vas avanzando y no te desconectas del inglés que viste en la mañana y te 

olvidas en,  durante el día sino al contrario, estás ahí como recordando y recordando.” 

(Focus Group – P1) Certainly, the importance of discipline when looking forward to being 

autonomous is unavoidable, P2 expressed, “La disciplina es vital y lo bonito de esta lengua 

es que a usted le proporciona todo un mundo de posibilidades, entonces no es simplemente 

aprender un idioma por aprenderlo, sino que usted puede aprender su idioma relacionado 

con las áreas de interés que usted le llama la atención, deportes, política, su profesión. 

Entonces todo eso le facilita a usted el aprendizaje y lo disciplina.” (Focus Group – P2). 

Participant P2 mentioned how accesible English is, all the possibilities one has to learn. He 

later confessed that due to the intensity of the program which is being exposed to a 

presencial class 2 hours, 5 days a week is what allows the discipline to take place and 

therefore, commitment in the process can be evidenced.  

 Evolution. This sub category emerges from the perception the participants had 

towards their improvement and progress once they were constant with their study habits. It 

is important to note that all of the participants affirmed to have evolved during the focus 

group that was carried out on day 38 of class. In the same vein, participants revealed to 

have accomplished language goals and a sense of satisfaction the last day of class (day 57) 

when posting their final reflection on FB. Achieving communicative and learning goals was 

evidenced during the analysis of the data and participants agreed on the fact that thanks to 

the whole process with their study habits they had accomplished personal goals. In this 

regard, some of the excerpts evidence this as follows. 
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“Este es mi tercer mes, la verdad creo que el proceso de aprendizaje ha sido muy 

bueno comparado con la persona que comenzó hace dos meses, tres meses. Creo que la 

evolución se ha notado bastante y acá en la institución el avance es muy importante, yo 

creo que para todos los que estamos estudiando acá.” (Focus Group – P6) 

“In the first place, if we compare the previous comments with the first one that we 

did at the beginning of course 1, we could see our evolution in terms of cohesion, 

punctuation and composition. Moreover, we started to implement all the tools that we 

learned in class, I mean, the new structures, linking words and expressions. Secondly, this 

space give us not only the possibility of improving our English but also the opportunity to 

express freely our ideas.” (Facebook Page – P6) 

“He visto la evolución y el que las sesiones sean a diario le permite a uno tener una 

disciplina y un compromiso con el aprendizaje y le ayuda a disciplinarse para continuar con 

el proceso todos los días y continuar aprendiendo.” (Focus Group – P2) 

Participant P4 had the opportunity to study in the Blended program of the institution where 

students are to go to a face-to-face session only once a week and do minimum 12 hour 

online work. In spite of this, she feels the Adult English Program or everyday program has 

helped her get content faster, “Yo tuve oportunidad de vivir las dos experiencias, el proceso 

diariamente y también plataforma, inicialmente arranqué en skills one, hice uno, dos y tres 

diariamente y después pasé a semipresencial, donde me di cuenta que el proceso diario es 

muy diferente a hacerlo online o sobre la plataforma, porque veía clases una vez a la 

semana y ese proceso era mucho más lento. porque desafortunadamente la semipresencial, 
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al ser una sola vez a la semana y los horarios también eran bastante complicados, o sea al 

ser tarde, en la noche ya la disposición es diferente, tanto del alumno”. (Focus Group – P4).  

She also dared to compare both programs and discussed that despite the everyday 

program is not intended to be hybrid or blended, she still had to be in touch with tech-tools 

and felt the process as a “fast” advance in this course. “He visto el avance y el proceso va 

mucho más veloz en comparación al anterior y tener el contacto diario con compañeros, 

con las inquietudes que ellos tienen nos ha permitido, pues a mí me ha permitido como, 

como  tener más conocimiento, ser más inquieta, desarrollarme un poco más en ese aspecto 

y es, la verdad es que el proceso es mucho más rápido, se siente mucho mejor.” (Focus 

Group – P4) 

 Evolution is not only improving by getting new concepts but also correcting 

previous fossilized mistakes and filling previous gaps. Participant P5 reflected upon the fact 

of correcting previous errors, “En mi caso yo creo que las expectativas se han cumplido, 

siempre la expectativa más grande que he tenido es incrementar mi nivel de, de inglés y hay 

muchas cosas que uno cree saber y está cometiendo errores y el curso me ha servido para, 

precisamente saber que estoy haciendo mal y como, como ayudar… y como corregirlo, 

adicionalmente hay mucha gramática que uno usualmente cree que maneja y realmente la 

estaba manejando al contrario o la estaba haciendo mal, entonces cada vez que uno ingresa 

a una nueva clase, que estaba mirando nueva gramática, que estaba mirando nuevas, nuevos 

temas, se da cuenta que el nivel que uno tenía, no era el adecuado y lo ha venido mejorando 

cada vez más. 
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 In light of the above and based on the results presented so far, it can be concluded 

that participants perceived an improvement that has been possible due to the methodology 

used, the pertinence of tech-tools applied and the creation of healthy learning routines. 

Hence, we can affirm that participants’ expectations have been fullfilled satisfactorily. 

5.4 Category 4: Assessment 

 As every learning process goes through an evaluation system this is no exception. 

Nevertheless, this time we are going to call it assessment since during this study it provided 

individual feedback, it was not judgemental, it was positive and most importantly, ongoing. 

Again, the institution has set a qualitative approach for evaluation in which students are to 

accomplish certain criteria previously planned and getting communicative goals will help 

them reach and fulfil the exit profile of the three-month block.  

 Taylor (2005) stated: 

When most people think of evaluation, they think of a test. However, years of 

descriptive evaluation taught us that in order to see what students can actually do 

with language, we need broader, more comprehensive evaluation methods. Indeed, 

in our case we set out not only to look at what students can do with language, but 

what they can do with all the competences as well. Methods were needed that would 

allow us to observe students’ intricate learning processes, their behaviors and actual 

performances as well using English. (Taylor, 2005. p. 20) 

Traditional Evaluation VS Assessment. As it was mentioned above, assessment 

differs from the traditional evaluation where students have to face exams and quizzes, 

based on the results they will be promoted or not. According to Lopez (2010), there are two 
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kinds of evaluation, summative and formative. The formative evaluation has to do with the 

process and development to improve education. However, when the results are used at the 

end of the process in order to make decisions it is summative. Assessment in this institution 

is in the form of process all along the cycles, it is formative. Students perceive it in the 

same manner, P2 stated, “entonces es todo un proceso que no solamente es un mes 

estudiando y trabajando y al final tome su resultado no, sino que todo el mes vamos viendo 

una evolución y vamos viendo un progreso y retroalimentaciones constantes.” (Focus 

Group – P2). This comment was supported by P11 on the final day of class, P5 concluding, 

“I appreciate the corrections that the teacher made us while he was reading the comments. 

Through this technique, I could see my mistakes and so I improved my writing.” (Facebook 

Page – P11). Similarly, Participant P6 agreed upon this fact considering this participant to 

be one of the newest students in the program, “No sé si sea el caso particular de nuestro 

profesor, pero creo que con él la evaluación es constante, si todos los días, si estoy fallando 

en algo él me está corrigiendo y así creo que es mejor porque puedo mejorar mi inglés 

diariamente, no tengo que esperar a un examen para saber si, si tengo un buen nivel o si no, 

o si no lo tengo. Si tengo una evaluación constante puedo saber en qué estoy fallando y en 

cómo puedo mejorar inmediatamente”. (Focus Group – P6) 

In fact, assessment was carried out in several forms during this study. Peer-

Assessment, Self-Assessment and Group-Assessment techniques were constantly used as 

valid methods for providing feedback. Participants later realized how peer-assessment and 

self-assessment played a crucial role when learning and consolidating language structures 

and vocabulary. “From my point of view I consider this space was very useful, because 

with the comments that were written by my partners and me, so I could identify other 
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people’s mistakes and correct. Those were mistakes that I hadn't realized before I start 

using facebook as learning tool.” (Facebook Page – P8). In fact, P3 acknowledged the 

disctintion between the different types of assessment used during the process, “La 

evaluación a través de la retroalimentación que se hace al finalizar el, el nivel, es bastante 

enriquecedora porque pues básicamente lo que hace el profe es, primero darle la 

oportunidad a uno como estudiante, de hacerse uno autoevaluación, durante el transcurso 

del ciclo o del nivel que uno esté cursando. La posibilidad de también evaluar a sus 

compañeros, dándonos retroalimentación, entonces esto le aporta a uno en el proceso que 

lleva uno y ehh… y el proceso individual que tiene uno en esta institución y aparte como lo 

mencionaban ahorita también el proceso a nivel de curso a pesar de que pues, se presentan 

los inconvenientes de la cantidad de personas que no le permite de pronto al profesor hacer 

más actividades que le pueden a uno aportar más en el proceso de, de aprendizaje acá en la 

institución… considero que el… el… la manera de autoevaluación específicamente en  la 

retroalimentación final que da el profesor es bastante enriquecedora porque uno ya sabe 

cuáles son los puntos específicos a mejorar.” (Focus Group – P3) 

Error Awareness. Participants became aware of their own mistakes and related 

peers’ mistakes with their own in order to avoid future problematic situations with the 

language. Basically, participants found out that they can monitor themselves as a result of 

constant exposition to mistakes. “Facebook is a great tool to learn English, for different 

reasons. The first one, because I can monitoring my learning process through the different 

comments that I have written and see the evolution.” (Facebook Page – P10)  

In regards to the above, the constant feedback provided by the teacher/facilitator 

was key to make public common errors students make when writing.   
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“Por lo menos en mi caso que estoy pues aquí en la institución desde básico uno. La 

metodología de poner o sea comentarios prácticamente, diariamente, que es 

challenge one y bueno, three, para mí sí ha sido muy positivo porque yo siento que 

he mejorado muchísimo en la escritura y también hablando, o sea cuando escribo 

algo generalmente recuerdo cuando lo voy a hablar, o sea como que recuerdo las 

estructuras y me sirven, o sea lo utilizo en las dos maneras, o sea tanto escribiendo 

como hablando, y también suelo corregir, o sea una vez se lee comentario en clase y 

te hacen las observaciones, algunos aspectos que están mal. Yo generalmente los 

corrijo, o sea siempre los corrijo y eso me ayuda a recordar, o sea a recordar que la 

estructura no estaba bien o que había una palabra que no estaba bien usada y es 

diferente a otras clases con otros profesores...” (Focus Group – P1) 

Error awareness awakened participants’ reflections on the difference between the 

written and the spoken interaction and also the need of applying tools and strategies 

effectively and well timed. Participant P6 indicated that in the following excerpt taken from 

the Focus Group, “No sólo escribir y, porque escribiendo uno tiene como más tiempo para 

pensar lo que va a decir, al momento de hablar es, es más complicado, pero eso es la idea 

de challenge, intentar desenvolverse de la manera que le sea posible pero intentando 

implementar todas las herramientas que se empiezan a aprender.” (Focus Group – P6) This 

was echoed by P1 who insisted in the necessity of repetition and monitoring in order to 

succeed when communicating “porque siento que al ponerlo diariamente o al escribirlo 

diariamente, se recuerda mejor, o sea como que la repetición, la repetición hace que, por lo 

menos en mi caso, lo recuerdo, entonces voy como practicando en el transcurso del día lo 
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que vimos en la mañana o lo que vimos en la semana, entonces en mi caso si ha sido muy 

positivo.” (P1 – Facebook Page) 

Morevover, participants perceived they were being evaluated all along the course 

and not only in certain moments or certain sessions. They highlighted the necessity of being 

conscious of their own performance in and out of class, and they even referred to tech-tools 

as a way to be exposed to evaluation. “Creo que es muy positivo, una, una evaluación 

diaria, no es una evaluación que cada quince días lo tenemos, estudiamos, nos sentamos a 

estudiar y al día siguiente se nos olvida, la idea es tener un proceso y día a día ir mejorando, 

o sea todos los días lo estamos evaluando cada uno, qué estamos haciendo bien, qué 

estamos haciendo mal, con el diferente… con el uso de las plataformas, con el uso de la 

plataforma que tenemos en acceso con esta institución, el uso de Facebook, el uso de 

diferentes, de diferentes herramientas, es una evaluación día a día, me parece un método de 

evaluación muy positivo.” (Focus Group – P7). Likewise, the following comment 

concurred to share a similar view, “Sí y digamos que la metodología que tiene esta 

institución es muy diferente a otros programas, digamos no es como hagan, vamos a hacer 

un examen al final de la clase y la nota y si pasó pasa y si no, no.” (Focus Group – P1) 

The institution where the study was carried out sees the formative assessment not 

only in the daily interaction via online or face-too-face but also in communicative events as 

a way to get much more information from the student in regards to his or her abilities than 

through a traditional test as everybody knows it. P3 agreed on these ideas and also added 

how memorizing concepts for an exam will not help them consolidate and demonstrate 

their language skills. “Realmente para mí no es una evaluación el tema de pasar una hojita 

y el examen ahí escrito o oral, porque ahí no estás demostrando realmente el proceso, pero 
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el proceso que hay acá es diferente, entonces tu si tienes la oportunidad de demostrarlo 

durante el mes que es lo que estás haciendo, o sea si estás no sé, si ya tienes mejor speaking 

o mejor listening o bueno, o el vocabulario porque la plataforma también te ayuda como a 

reforzar esas cosas, el libro, la preparación de la clase que son cosas realmente muy 

sencillas y que uno tiene que mantener o tener una disciplina para poder ir mejorando día a 

día. Pero no es el tema de un examen porque, digamos que el examen hasta lo pone a uno 

nervioso, mañana es el último día y un examen, o sea a mí, digamos que eso me parece 

muy positivo que no lo tenga esta institución, o sea que no sean exámenes así de esa clase.” 

(Focus Group – P3) 

Daily Feedback. As P7 and P3 said, being evaluated is positive as long as it is 

constant, ongoing and assertive. “Bueno, no solamente tenemos la retroalimentación final 

que nos decía mi compañero, la cual es muy enriquecedora porque aborda unos temas 

específicos que hay y las habilidades que uno tiene que desarrollar para manejar y dominar 

un idioma extranjero, sino que a lo largo del proceso y a lo largo del nivel, pues se están 

evaluando todas las habilidades entonces a la hora de escribir, se le dice no, usted cometió 

un error en tal forma o escribió mal, en fin” (Focus Group – P2) 

During this study, the role of the teacher/facilitator is a total challenge, during the 

final feedback of supervision, the teacher’s supervisor considered the teacher’s role as 

effective. However, there are certain elements that need to be present in order for the 

process to be effective. “A project like this requires teacher's monitoring and effective 

feedback to guarantee students' participation and engagement.  On this project's case, this 

was totally all over the place.” (Interview with Supervisor – Final Feedback) 
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 Participants considered the teacher as the person who is listening to them and 

paying attention all the time so they can perform better during conversation offering 

assitance when needed. P6 said, “algo pues creo es muy importante destacar, también otra 

cosa en la clase de nuestro profesor, pues yo en estos 6 meses, es que cuando uno está 

interactuando en clase él siempre está muy pendiente de lo que uno está diciendo y siempre 

lo está corrigiendo, para mi yo creo que eso es algo excelente porque cuando a uno lo 

corrigen así en el momento es cuando uno aprende más para no volver a cometer ese mismo 

error.” (Focus Group – P6) 

 Certainly, daily feedback can provide students with the necessary tools to 

discriminate between what they are doing good or wrong. Throughout the online and 

offline sessions students showed interest on how good or bad they were doing. This fact 

awakened the teacher – researcher’s interest on being assertive and constant. Participants 

valued the feedback provided on FB. “El uso de las redes sociales con el profesor ha sido 

muy positivo; debido a lo que dice mi compañera, se escribe diariamente y él cada mañana 

nos corrige a todos los estudiantes, entonces vamos aprendiendo de los errores de todos y 

vamos fortaleciendo nuestra escritura y fortaleciendo ya nuestros conceptos que es lo ideal 

de, de challenge.” (Focus Group – P7). 

“Con las redes sociales es muy, es una buena táctica porque siempre se comentaban 

todos los comentarios y Felipe hacía las correcciones sobre eso.” (Focus Group – P7). 

Based on the teacher’s journals data on daily feedback emerges since this factor 

helped students realize their own process. It gave proof on their evolution when editing 

their comments and helping others to correct similar or common mistakes.  
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What this data analysis reflects is what characterizes an integral practice of the use 

of a blended space when teaching English as a foreign language. Four main elements were 

identified and they all proved to be what it takes to implement tech-tools successfully in the 

classroom.  

5.5 The hexagon. The hexagon that encloses the categories in figure 1 represents 

the role of the writing process in an online space when learning a foreign language in a 

blended environment. Throughout this research it was evidenced that writing on a constant 

basis was key in the realization of learning goals. Participants became aware of the benefits 

of writing since it became a habit during the sessions.  

Some of them acknowledged the fact that writing opened up doors to discuss and 

learn all topics, not only English. P7 said, “…lo que hace el profesor con las tareas que se 

hacen con las redes sociales, nos ayuda a mejorar nuestra escritura y aprendemos de todo.” 

(Focus Group – P7). In a similar manner, P11 indicated that writing on facebook is a great 

tool not only to learn but also to share their opinions and even different links in order to 

improve their level of English. (Facebook Page – P11)  

On the other hand, P2 echoed the importance of the writing process and highlighted 

how this practice involves other skills and strengthens them as long as there is constancy. 

“…a través de la gramática, del empleo de las habilidades de escritura y todo esto se va 

desarrollando de manera conjunta y las habilidades se van fortaleciendo en la medida en 

que uno se discipline y se comprometa con cada uno de los objetivos que se fija.” (Focus 

Group – P2).  

During this study it can be concluded that the teacher’s tole was crucial in the 

success of the writing process. According to Massi (2001) making writing interactive 
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requires imagination on the part of the teacher, but is rewarded by the creativity and 

enthusiasm that most students display in response. Then, being this task a real challenge for 

the educator it becomes necessary to plan online activities in advance and with a real 

learning purpose so participants can realize their goals and engage in communicative 

activities. 

Additionally, participants see assertive and prompt feedback from their teacher as 

another element that helped them improve and P5 calls this a “learning opportunity” that 

transcends and helps them evolve as effective communicators.  

…a lo largo del proceso y a lo largo del nivel, pues se están evaluando todas las 

habilidades entonces a la hora de escribir, se le dice no, usted cometió un error en 

tal forma o escribió mal, en fin. Entonces ahí se retroalimenta escritura o pronunció 

mal tal palabra o no está usando bien esta expresión, entonces son procesos que 

constantemente le están, le están devolviendo al alumno le estan dando al alumno 

una oportunidad de aprendizaje, entonces es todo un proceso que no solamente es 

un mes estudiando y trabajando y al final tome su resultado no, sino que todo el mes 

vamos viendo una evolución y vamos viendo un progreso y retroalimentaciones 

constantes. (Focus Group – P1) 

In fact, in terms of evolution, from the participants perspective there is a clear 

distinction of their learning profiles when they compare themselves before and after the 

course. P1 emphasizes on how the role of writing gave benefits to his process and also 

pointed out that the fact of writing has made him more aware and ready to self-monitor his 

own speech when speaking spontaneously.  
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La metodología de poner o sea comentarios prácticamente, diariamente, que es este 

curso de 3 meses, para mí sí ha sido muy  positivo porque yo siento que he 

mejorado muchísimo en la escritura y también hablando, o sea cuando escribo algo 

generalmente recuerdo cuando lo voy a hablar, o sea como que recuerdo las 

estructuras y me sirven, o sea lo utilizo en las dos maneras, o sea tanto escribiendo 

como hablando, y también suelo corregir,” (Focus Group – P1) 

The opinion above is echoed by P8 who insists on how the writing process on 

Facebook helped him be conscious of his errors. “I consider this space was very useful, 

because with the comments that were written by my partners and me, so I could identify 

and correct mistakes that I hadn't realized before I start using facebook as learning tool.” 

(Facebook Page – P8)  

Alexander’s (2008) perspective on writing advocates, “Strong writing skills may 

enhance students' chances for success”.  This certainly is perceived when students 

commented on Facebook on the final day of class and confessed how writing was indeed a 

great tool that articulated their language acquisition, “In the first place, if we compare the 

previous comments with the first one that we did at the beginning of this course, we could 

see our evolution in terms of cohesion, punctuation and composition. Moreover, we started 

to implement all the tools that we learned in class, I mean, the new structures, linking 

words and expressions.” (Facebook Page – P10) 

On the whole, analyzing the participants’ comments in the focus group, the 

facebook page and the teacher researcher’s journals there is recognition on the inclusion of 

all learning skills when using Facebook to write and exchange opinions. “The combination 

of skills is fostered, depending on the task and its complexity, so that along the drafting-
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writing-revision procedure, listening, speaking, reading and writing will overlap and 

intertwine, involving thinking, talking, consulting sources, doing research, peer-editing, 

interacting in groups and the like” (Massi, 2001).  

Chapter 6. Unwinding pathways 

The Beginning 

 It was very early in the morning for an English class, 6:15am and I was waiting for 

all students to arrive and get into the classroom to start. This time I had decided on carrying 

out a research project with them and the idea of documenting each phase of the process was 

extremely exciting but hard. I have to admit, I was nervous, I did not have clarity on how to 

embark, how to approach the whole thing so it went well, at least as good as other courses 

which had had very rewarding results. Moreover, how in the world was I going to explain 

what happened with my group if there were so many things in the game? It had been 4 

years on trial and errors so I could almost perfect my own teaching practice with this 

blended/hybrid technique. Then, replicating what I had been doing with my students in this 

course was no easy task and later, writing a thesis on it was going to be even harder. I just 

wanted everything to be just right, I mean activities, timing, pacing, results… There were 

lots and lots of phenomena to take into account! 

This chapter focuses on my reflections and key analysis of the data collected in a 

three-month period. In this section I plan to reveal an introspective peek at my actions as an 

English teacher. I try to open up and untangle my own teaching practices in order to give a 

response to my own self of the great results I was witnessing in my students, their 

evolution, their progress, so later I could be able to present to the academic community how 
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I got to answer the following research question: What conditions within a teaching practice 

strengthen the acquisition of English as a foreign language in a blended class? Followed by 

an exploration of another inquiry that guides this study: What is the role of the writing 

process in an online space when learning a foreign language in a blended environment? 

Inside Out! 

 Getting to know new students is pretty cool; knowing their backgrounds and 

experiences was intriguing. The very first thing I usually ask apart from the typical and 

cliché “Could you introduce yourself?” (Yes, I know…) is about their previous experiences 

learning English. Basically, by now I feel very confident in my own teaching practices that 

I am super aware that anything they say might be loaded with bad experiences either with 

their teachers, the institutions/high school, evaluation systems, even costs... So I always 

love to make them feel comfortable by committing to good outcomes as long as they do 

what they have to do.  

 “Any questions?” New students in the program immediately ask if I can give them 

the dates when they are going to face quizzes and exams. I replied - There is no such thing 

in here! PROCESS is what will help me see if you are ready to be promoted to the next 

level or not.  Students were surprised there was no quantitative evaluation and thought it 

was reasonable to be evaluated daily instead of having to take pop quizzes and face 

nervousness or sometimes amnesia… I think so too! 

 By the second class rules were set, material to work with was explored and now… 

the most exemplary characteristic for me, study habits!! I start by showing them what I 

expect from them. Every single class students are supposed to prepare their vocabulary, do 
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homework and explore grammar structures in advance. During class they are to participate 

actively and engage in all activities, after class they should review, reinforce and clarify on 

their own. A chain that could be tiring but I did try hard to make pleasant and kind of fresh 

every week.  

 Clearly, one does not know what it is to study English with such methodology, even 

I have to say it is very exhausting due to all the responsibilities students have to deal with 

daily. Anyhow, if something was clear to me was how fast students learn if they just… 

follow the flow!  

I remember learning English back in the day where there were not as very many 

tools as there are now. It was definitely harder! And still with all the new technologies 

working in favor of acquiring this language nowadays, I was kind of impressed how 

students kept on struggling when learning. So I basically decided on this action plan: using 

an online space that could be easy to access, free, well known and most importantly, a 

space that was frequented regularly. Facebook was the one! It is so familiar to people that I 

was not going to have to train them on how to use it, how to post, how to login… I could 

post pictures, videos, links, formats… Even they would be notified when another person 

replied to them!  

So that was pretty much how I began my journey using this social network in every 

single class I was given. It has certainly offered positive results to me as a teacher and 

facilitator so why wouldn’t I use it? Most of these outcomes were perceived in students’ 

level once they were promoted and had to share/interact with other students suppousedly 
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with “the same level”. Guess what? My students were better!! Even other teachers could 

see and acknowledge that, how PROUD I felt! 

So, on day 3 I asked them if they had a Facebook account and I showed them 

Challenge123 6am page. Students were kind of shocked and they were wondering why an 

English teacher would use Facebook in an English class. Also, I guess most of the times 

reluctancy comes from the fact that students have a private life and they just would not 

want their teacher and their classmates to pick on their stuff right? Well, I am conscious of 

that and what I did was telling them there was no risk whatsoever and they could join the 

page without becoming friends with anyone. Besides, the focus of these three-month period 

classes was on writing. FB could easily grant us access to take advantage of writing on a 

constant basis, and of course, reading us too! All students seemed to agree but one 

(Participant 9). He said, “I don’t have FB teacher! I don’t use it ‘cause I think it’s a waste 

of time, really…” I said, “It is alright, but we will be using this a lot in and out of class 

so...” He replied, “Oh I understand… What is the idea exactly?” So I said, “Actually, we 

will be writing messages here, sharing links, useful info for the whole block” He paused 

and asked, “Can I send you the responses via e-mail? And as for the links… I will write 

them down and check them at home, is it ok?”  I answered, “Perfect! As long as you can be 

part of all the activities!” 

That was a moment I saw coming… it has happened before… in other classes… 

with other students… However, it was my job to let them know how FB could open up a 

window to new learning opportunities.  
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Class was over, I wanted to know their opinion on these first days. I asked the first 

question on FB to be answered as a homework for the next day, “How did you feel today?”. 

To my surprise, nothing but great comments… 

P6 -  It was an extraordinary class. The methodology is pretty good, it's so dynamic 

and helps to improve english level at the time that we related as a group.  

P12 - I really enjoyed today's class becouse we understood what it will be the class 

and we practice english with activities, further, i belive that it is so interesting when the 

teacher do the class dynamic. i hope to improve my english level with new tools and 

strategies that i understand at the end of this 3 months.  

P15 - I think that the methodology was right. I found it funny and interesting. I 

believe than when something is boring it will be difficult to learn, but if it is interesting and 

enjoyable then will be easier to learn. I am sure that I am going to improve my english level 

and i will learn a lot of new skills and tools during these three months.  

P2 Today in the class I felt pretty good. Because, In my opinion the class has the 

necessary tools and strategies to help the students during his process of learning for this 

reason I feel very enthusiastic to improve my English. Finally, I hope to enjoy the next 

three months and learn new things.  

Wow! I started to feel really confident with these guys, they all did their homework 

and they all agreed on how the methodology was going to help them improve their level. 

Nice start! Now it was time to hear them read these opinions in class, in front of everyone. 

And so we did, students read their comments… feedback was highlighted, positively, of 
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course, suggestions were given… “Careful with capitalization, punctuation, look at this 

guys! Did he/she use the new grammar / vocab? What was the mistake?” a sample of my 

typical speech. Students got familiar with this routine everytime we used FB so as the time 

passed by, they were more and more into posting, replying to each other, peer assessing 

(pointing at mistakes and suggesting changes once the participant had read) and then 

avoiding repetitive mistakes…  Wasn’t it Awesome? 

I remember I started sharing links to practice different skills such as: listening, 

pronunciation, Reading, vocabulary… among others. Students highly appreaciated this 

since most of them had no idea how to practice the contents of the class and they just 

limited to use the Internet for entertainment, leisure and work. I helped them discover tech 

tools that involved all of the above and most importantly, working towards their English 

growth. 

Many of the topics from the textbook I tried to link with the FB page, I remember 

thinking carefully how to start next day’s class and posting a question that could serve as 

the perfect transition from lesson to lesson… from unit to unit. Although this was the 

inicial purpose, extra benefits were evidenced as a consequence. Students’ critical thinking, 

argumentative speech, self-monitoring, interactive behavior, their recycling of vocabulary 

and structures, my timely feedback on their pronunciation when they read aloud in class… 

Oh my! How successful this simple activity had turned into! 

The Evidence 

What called my attention the most was the rapid evolution these students showed! 

When I was doing the analysis of contributions on FB, they indicated that students could 
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activate language structures, vocabulary and academic language as part of the maximization 

of their writing skills. The following excerpts show evidence of some of the use of the 

language and communicative content in the text book (Summit 1). Questions on the FB 

page were carefully planned and helped start, introduce, connect, transition or reflect upon 

topics: 

Unit  1 – New Perspectives, optimism vs pessimism, life-changing experiences, Use of 

gerunds and infinitives, describing personality: (Question: Task #1 

Do you consider yourself as a global citizen? If so why?) “ P10 - I would say that I am not 

a global citizen because I have never done something to help people, I need to stop thinking 

in myself. On the other hand, I should travel abroad in order to know different cultures, and 

see if I could be a sweetheart and helpful person in extreme conditions.”. “P15 - I consider 

myself as a global citizen in some way, I agree with the idea to be respectful, talkative, 

people person, polite and help to everyone no matter where they come from, but on the 

other hand I haven't been able to travel around the world as I wish, even I don't have the 

necessary resources to take out the poverty at least in my neighborhood, neither my identity 

transcends borders, I belong to my country, I can't get enough of this place. In my opinion 

if the people wants to build a better world to live, they need to remember that be a good 

person pays always in the best way.”. “P12 - I believe being a global citizen is essential to 

life in the 21st century, of course I'm one of it. Nowadays we live in a globalised world, so 

it's difficult not to be one. I try to be friendly, helpful and hardworking with people. Also I 

can't get enough of visiting new and interesting places and learn all that I can of each 

culture. Everyone should remember to make time for the real important things in life and 

enjoy this World 
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Unit 3 – Money Matters, Use of future plans and finished future actions, the past unreal 

condicional. “Question: Can you share some of your personal goals in terms of acquiring 

English as a foreign language?” “P4 - First of all I expect to finish challenge 3 with the 

same group, I plan to work hard every day in the different activities such as: See videos, 

listening podcast, read news in English and write emails of my job. I hope to find a close 

person to practice my English conversation. Once I’ve complete my English studies, I’ll 

travel aboard. By the end of this year, I will have saved up enough money to my trip.” “P2 

expect to imporove my english level at the end of challenges courses. I hope to use the new 

skills and tools that I aquire here in the toefl test, because I plan to study aboard and obtain 

a good score at the toefl test is one of the main requirments. ” “P6 I expect to complete my 

English courses with the highest level because by this time next year, I plan to have gone to 

United States to study my carrer. For my own, I have been practicing in my English level 

with some activities like watching movies or tv series and listening music; that's a good 

way to improve the level, but it's not enough to me because these activities helps me only 

with vocabulary and expressions but not with pronuntiation, so for this reason I hope to 

improve the neutralization of my accent to not sound so Latin when I will have lived in 

USA next year. ” 

Unit 4 - Looking Good, Use of prefix Self-,Use of quantifiers, discussion on how men and 

women change their appearance and the media influence on body image, the beauty on the 

outside vs the inside: (Students commenting a youtube video of Jocelyn Wildenstein before 

and after plastic surgery)  “P2 - As well as I know, someone who has made a big deal of 

surgeries just for vanity and not for necessity is a person with low or no self-esteem. It 

seems clear to me that if you’re getting old and the media shows a great deal of “beautiful” 
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people that have the same age than you, but looks so much younger than they really are, 

you should start to create an unreal ideal of aging, where you only listen and see your self-

pity emotions. As a result, your self-image changes and an alter-ego may appear, this one 

will start to feed you with empty and banal thoughts and also without self-confidence, as 

we can see on Jocelyn Wildenstein transformation”. “P7 - The message in this video is very 

clear, it's a consequence of the low self-esteem that many people have due to the media 

manipulation. Moreover, there are a few groups of people that say what is beauty, and this 

is a problem because what is beauty depends on each person. I believe that the woman in 

this video has a plastic surgery adiction which is the result of not being self-confident and 

always having as a model the women that appear in tv. This story serves to open the eyes 

and allow many families to understand what is the message that media and tv are sending to 

their children”. “P10 - In my opinion, this woman is very self-critical. Also for me, she is 

self-consious on the limit, because if she weren't worried about how she looks, she wouldn't 

have done that to herself. Althoug she knows how does she looks, the question to aks is 

why does she continuous being like that. It is widely known that a lot of women have done 

surgeries, but from my point of view each one of us is unique and we must not preted to be 

like others, because is in that point when we lose our identity.”     

Unit 5 – Community, Discuss social responsibility, Use of prefixes to form antonyms, Use 

of paired conjunctions: (How important is it for a person to activate his/her sense of 

community? For instance regarding organ donation?) “P1 - In the first place, we should be 

aware of our position in a society: by being part of a society as a whole, it's logical we are 

going to need of others and those others are going to require of us. Therefore, activating a 

sense of community is not only a duty, but also a responsability. What is more, I think we 
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should think of what we have and what we don't in order to be able to share some of our 

privileges with the most disadvataged people. Either in reference to organ donation or about 

volunteering, we need to keep this in mind: we never know when a misfortune may come, 

so it should be considerate to help those who have problems, perhaps they might help us 

tomorrow”. “P2 - In the first place, it is important to have a community sense, not only 

because of the benefit these acts can bring to other people's life, but also for the 

increasement of our human quality. In addition, I think that it is important to help other 

people without waiting for a payment, you know, the really good actions are gratificant by 

themselves. It seems to me that in the case of organ donators, I really value their actions, 

because I don't know what I would do if I were in a situation like that, It is very 

complicated to take a decision in which you have to put other life above yours. I guess, I 

don't want to face such a situation. Finally, I hope one day we will be able to help to 

another people not only in little things, but also in decisive things for us and every else”. ” 

P6 - If something shocking happened in your life, then the wisest way is not only thinking 

about it, but also changing your lifestyle positively and showing the situation to others in 

many manners. In my case, I never thought to donate my organs maybe I couldn't 

understand enough. Suddenly, one of my friends needed heart transplantation in 2009. 

Immediately, all his friends and relatives searched a heart for him without any result. My 

friend died because his body couldn't resist anymore. His death was a great loss because he 

was brilliant and a nice person. This fact changed my life. Now, Camilo’s friends are going 

to donate our organs and I try to “Live at least 55 seconds per day” (55DSL’s campaign)”.

  

Unit 6 – Animals, Discuss ways animals are used or treated, Use the passive voice with 
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modals: (A link posted on the FB wall about a woman subjected to extreme testing of 

products to raise awareness on Animal Treatment. Question: What´s your opinion on 

animal treatment?) “P5 - Animals shouldn't be used for testing. Instead, there are a lot of 

people in our society that is too bad (dangerous criminals) and do not contribute with the 

community. We should be able to use those people to make tests. I know that my opinion 

can be either polemical or offensive for a lot of people, because I am talking about persons, 

but animals usually do not harm us, people do. ”. “P10 In my view, it is the most amazing 

advertising campaign that I have seen about animals testing, because the dark side of 

makeup could be discovered in the acting of Jacqueline, the artist who showed this 

performance in Europe.  I think she really completed her goal to plant the seed of a new 

awareness in people to start thinking about what we are doing with our animals.  

Summing up, I couldn't agree more with my classmates and the position of article, due to 

that the brutal tests with animals not only are inhumane but also are unjustified. ”. “P3 I 

completely agree with all of you, I one hand I'm not only in favor of animals but also 

animals must be preserved, on the other hand, may be other people believe that either 

animals should be treated humanely or the human body must not be used in this procedures, 

from my point of view all of them are right. Although humans can be gotten a disease if we 

use these new products without testing.  “P8 - It seems to me that animals should never be 

mistreated, besides it's unacceptable that companies use this living creatures in order to test 

their products, from my point of view not only experiments, but also slaughtering for 

getting animal hides and fur have to be banned.  Furthermore killing animals for 

entertaining is morally wrong, and my opinion this kind of "sports" should be eliminated 

because there is any excuse to killing animals by this way, moreover they have to be 
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protected by us, they live in the same world as we lived, and they are an important part of 

our environment. ”. “P15 - I totally disagree with animal treatment, it seems to me that on 

the one hand, this kind of activities had contributed to the development of medical process, 

new medicines and a lot of scientific advances, but, on the other hand, in my view, animals 

must not suffer, for that human animals can live better, there are a lot of alternatives, that 

can be found, lastly, in my opinion animal treatment must be banned and have to be 

prohibited to improve the animal conditions. ” 

Unit 8 – Family Trends, Transform verbs and adjectives into nouns, Discuss care for the 

elderly, Use repeated comparatives and double comparatives: (How would you like to be 

cared for when you get old?) “P6 - Hello everyone!Today I expect to talk about how I 

would like to be cared for when I get old. In the first place, I believe that when people 

begin to get old, they may begin become a burden. That is to say, when people get old the 

behavior begin to change more and more. The more elderly people are, the harder is to take 

care them. Not only change their physical appearance, but also sometimes their behavior 

start to be annoying. For instance, Conventional wisdom says that when people get old, 

people return to be a child for that reason it’s so hard to take care them. In short, when I’ll 

be old, I would like to be cared by my near family preferably at home, I don’t want to live 

far away neither of my grandsons or my loved ones, I hope to no be a bad grandpa. Bye”. 

“P4 - Frankly, I don't want to be a burden to anybody. Children are not in my future, so I 

hope the responsibility of taking care of myself falls back on my shoulders. For instance, I 

would wish to live in my own house with my partner (my husband, my boyfriend, my 

lover, whatever), to earn enough money for spending in trips and health, and to have a sort 

of assitant couple who make the housework. Of course, I would need to much money and 
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that's why I couldn't agree more with Angela: buying and leasing apartments is an excellent 

source of income. Well, I hope to get a good job in order to save enough money, if I want 

my dreams come true. Nobody knows: future is uncertain and I can finish my days in a 

geriatric or with my worried children”. 

Unit 9, History´s Mysteries, Use ways to express uncertainty, Discuss the credibility of 

stories, Use indirect speech with modals, Use perfect modals in the passive voice for 

speculating about the past:  (Students watched a video of a real case in Bogota where a man 

committed suicide by jumping off from a building, they speculated in class and were asked 

to report on FB) “P11 - Hello everyone! Janeth told me he probably had not found other 

better solution than the suicide. In addition, she told me she thought suicidal people are 

cowards, but who knows?, It is possible this guy was more brave than other people, he 

maked a decision: "not live" and I believe, for making any decision in extreme moment, 

people need bravery”. “P14 - Jonathan told me that clearly the man died. One of the reasons 

that he gave to me to explain the suicide was that this guy probably had mental problems. 

Similarly, he said that he guess that the authorities could not help him and also that the man 

was a good climber. Nevertheless, for Jonathan watching the man jumping was a shocking 

moment”. “P3 - Carolina said that man had financial problems and ended A relationship 

with his girlfriend, and for these circumstances he decided to commit suicide. I think is 

very easy to speculate about this. But honestly, I don't know which were the real reasons 

that this man had to make this madness”.  

(Next day, students were asked to speculate about Luis Andres Colmenares´ murder which 

is a very well known case Colombia) P8 - From my point of view, Colmenares must have 

been killed by Laura Moreno. It could be a broken heart problem, but it's uncertain. Every 
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day a lot of murders happen in this country and we just pay attention to those that means of 

communication make us watch: but what about the murders made by guerrilla and 

paramilitary groups? There's no doubt that hundreds and hundreds of people had to be 

killed and tortured by these groups and this Colombian society seems to be more concerned 

about just one murder (a high class guy, by the way). I'm not saying than some deaths are 

more important than others, but I criticize the Colombians selective memory and their 

morbid mind as well”. “P11 - Personally, I think that Luis Colmenares might have been 

killed by Carlos Cardenas, Probably his body must have been knocked using knife 

weapond and bottles. It´s obvious that his body couldn´t have been founded in "El caño del 

virrey", because crime never happens there. Clearly the videos to controll the neighborhood 

couldn´t have been found by police, because It´s posible that the murder paid to hide it. I´ll 

bet in firefighters testimony and also in the results of forensic medicine. In brief, I want to 

say that 2 years later the puzzle pieces doesn´t fit together”. “P6 - More and more people 

continue talking about this case. I guess that it may have been happened not only because 

almost every day something new about the Colmenares’ case appears in the news, but also 

due to the morbidity around the death of a wealthy boy. Moreover, there is no question that 

most relevant news could have been showed instead of this “Séptimo día” case. 

Nevertheless, in my opinion those kind of news are important to show the consequences of 

the misbehavior of some spoiled boys, who think that they can do everything that they 

desire without any punishment. And similarly I expect that this will become in a good 

example for some lenient parents”. 

The Rumination 
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Despite all the great benefits evidenced there was only one drawback… TIME! 

Since this course was initially 19 students, it was very hard to keep all students focused 

when reading  in class what they have posted. It was also time consuming, worthy but 

exhausting… If I could give one piece of advice to teachers it would be to keep this kind of 

activities for a reduced number of students… In my opinion, 4 to 12 would be a perfect 

group for it. What I did (by the way) with this course was to ask them to be in groups of 

four people, then they would open their FB accounts on their devices, read to the group and 

then… assess! Very practical indeed! I just had to monitor and assist when needed. 

All in all, FB had served as a great space for students to realize and improve their 

own process with honest and constant writing. I think it was really rewarding to see how 

three months were more than enough to consider other alternatives in their daily lives to put 

into practice what they were learning. My final request was: Just for our final reflection, I 

would like you to share your experience as an English user in this space during our 

challenge 123 block. Thank you so much! And here we have some of their valuable 

opinions… 

P14 -  From my point of view, this is a great tool not only to learn but also to share 

our opinion and different links in order to improve our level of English. I think that the 

most important advantage is that we can see in a dynamic way our performance along the 

curse and it can be checked anywhere and anytime. However, I think that it was better 

when we started to read and share our opinions in small groups and in that way we spent 

less time. Finally, I can conclude that in English there are many tools to learn easier and 

faster but few of them are dynamic and enjoyable like this.  

P11 writing  P9’s comment:  
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 I believe facebook is a page where you can either lost your time or invest it in 

different activities. To my thinking it is amazing that facebook can be used to 

improve our English . 

I have to clarify I never used facebook in this time but I could see what my 

classmates did. I found this activity intellectually stimulating and I consider that this 

kind of activities challenge you creatively because it was really important to us try 

to use the new grammar on each post. Teacher, thank you so much for your 

dedication!  

P13 - I couldn't agree more with my classmates, in my opinion this kind of 

methodology must be used by each teacher not only to improve the learning process but 

also to obtain more fluency. Also, I want to say that it was very interesting and funny. I 

hope the new teacher continues with this, because the more practice the better you are.  

All in all, the process of acknowledging the advantages FB offered were undeniable. 

Even the student who did not want to use FB was thankful for that activity because despite 

it was against his belief on using social Networks he acknowledges it was useful for 

everybody. Students were really thankful, most of them continued the process, signed up 

for their new courses, and were willing to adapt to these kind of technological tools that 

have easy access and if well used they can have a great impact in their education, and I… I 

kept on teaching, got new students and lots of new data to be analyzed and categorized! I 

can say I could finally start unwinding pathways, untangling my own teaching practice that 

was so hard to reveal and explain to others when they ask me about my best practices.  
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On the whole, I could reflect critically upon future research endeavors relative to 

this study that will certainly open doors to teachers who are in the search of their own self, 

their discovery as facilitators, as guides who succeed with their own formula and wish to 

share it with others.  

Chapter 7. Conclusions 

This study intended to understand the teaching practice of a foreign language in a 

blended environment. In this paper there were two methods that were articulated, the blend 

between the autoethnographical method and grounded theory. The core was to 

“understand” and in order to do that, it was necessary to have both approaches even when 

validation for autoethnographical research is generally more challenging. Throughout the 

research process, the findings revealed clarity on the necessary conditions needed for 

strengthening the teaching of a language in a blended modality and also on the inevitable 

act of self-reflection in the education field.  

For this study, I situated myself in my own teaching practice, I reflected and 

observed the data gathered and later described how my practices of self-reflection opened 

up doors to the discovery of several circumstances that can benefit teachers or facilitators 

who have the desire of teaching a language or another discipline in an online and face-to-

face context. The following conclusions are to shed light on the research questions and 

objectives respectively. 

The research questions that guided this study were: What conditions within a 

teaching practice strengthen the acquisition of English as a foreign language in a blended 

class? What is the role of the writing process in an online space when learning a foreign 
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language in a blended environment? My findings indicate that there are different conditions 

that are to be present during the implementation of a blended course along with the relevant 

role of writing.  

One of the conditions has to do with the importance of shifting the traditional 

teaching approach for a student-centered one.  It can be concluded that students learn by 

doing (Ross-Gordon, and Dowling, 1995), by exchanging personal experiences and 

participating in engaging discussions in and out of class. Authentic discussions came up in 

the whole blended experience, during the face-to-face and online sessions students engaged 

to their process. Facebook, nevertheless, was crucial in this study since it was the vehicle to 

achieve learning goals and also proved students could develop their sense of community, 

interaction, and language performance (Blattner and Fiori, 2009). It is important to note that 

even the participant who did not use FB (P9) due to his own beliefs against social networks, 

he considered the inclusion of this online space had a positive impact in the methodology. 

He confessed the main use of FB is entertainment and gossiping but after experiencing it 

for education P9 said it was an innovative idea that could also help procrastinators engage 

with their learning process and take advantage of all the benefits it offers for language 

acquisition and consolidation. 

The data collected through observations also evidenced that lesson planning with a 

purpose and having clarity when including technological tools in class are a must. It can be 

concluded that there should be simplicity and precision on the objectives when suggesting a 

tech tool either if it is for transitioning, presenting or concluding language contents. When 

lesson planning, it is the teacher who has to set clear and achievable language, learning and 

communicative goals where students find the online space enriching and innovative. In this 
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manner, there will be purposeful discussions that can ultimately lead to the consolidation of 

grammar structures and vocabulary as well as cooperative learning and self-awareness 

towards students’ learning development. 

Furthermore, the teacher plays a relevant role since he/she is the one who needs to 

take the key duty of setting study habits in students so they can get to become autonomous 

little by little and avoid a tutor / facilitator approving what they say or think. Woods and 

Ebersole (2003) referred to the role of the teacher in a similar manner. Instead of providing 

everything, students can learn to connect and support each other online. This will give 

students the chance to create a more cooperative and authentic sense of community. 

On the other hand, constant and assertive feedback is required. Participants 

emphasized on assessment as the evidence of evolution in their process. The teacher’s, 

group, peer and self-assessment were highlighted as daily tools to identify weaknesses and 

strengths. Gross Davis, B (1993) acknowledged a space to identify errors in a read aloud 

session but also mentioned how time constraints can affect this practice. Participants valued 

prompted and assertive feedback but they also complained on how much time it took. They 

showed understanding of the evaluation system and attributed usefulness in the difference 

between being evaluated through summative assessment and formative assessment. They 

perceived formative assessment as clearer and more meaningful. In general terms, 

participants became more aware of their own errors and reflected upon the fact of having 

tools to self-correct and set action plans in order to avoid repetitive issues. 

The role of writing in the online space played a major responsibility in the 

acquisition of English as a foreign language. First of all, during the study it was evidenced 
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how writing is present in all the emerging categories from the data. This is why it is seen as 

the hexagon that encloses each one of the characteristics that help understand a teaching 

practice of a blended space when acquiring another language.  

Second, writing was meaningful because participants wrote to each other and wrote 

to be read, to be corrected, to be better. This is what Parker & Goodkin (1987) named as 

one of the consequences of writing, the teacher helps students be better learners and they 

end up becoming effective communicators. Additionally, the writing process is evidenced 

throughout all the study since it was the project of the course. Therefore, this progression 

was unavoidable and made participants realize their evolution.  

Lastly, considering writing as a very influential principle for this research one can 

agree with Boughey (1997) who labeled writing as the successful transmission of ideas 

from an addresser to an addressee via a text, and this exchange of information becomes a 

powerful means to motivate and encourage the development of language skills. 

As it was mentioned above, the results of the autoethnographic approach helped me 

see how self-reflection was born from my need to understand my own practice. Initially I 

conducted my study because I wanted to discover those changes I have adapted along these 

years of teaching. In essence, I wanted to give voice to the process so I began the journey of 

documenting everything I was doing for social awareness (Pollard, 2008). But also, in a 

similar vein, this study wanted to give opportunities to other teachers who want to construct 

their own identity as educators and expand their teaching. 

I believe that even when this research was carried out in an English lesson context, 

it reaches out to teachers in all disciplines. This study was specifically about my context 
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and my practices as an English teacher. However, it extends to any teacher wanting to 

improve their ability.  Serious reflection and individuality construction should be done by 

all educators in order to improve instruction and also students’ learning. 

The conclusions above give credit to the several circumstances that exist when 

teaching a foreign languange in a blended course. This study helped me analyze and 

understand my perspective towards teaching, aided my search for ways to achieve students’ 

language acquisition and consolidation and it also made me be more careful with the 

appropriate use of blended spaces. Self-reflection upon daily practices is certainly 

recommended and suggested for further research since each experience is unique and can 

trascend in educative contexts.  

All in all, this research helps understand several components in the teaching 

practice:	formative	assessment	for	learning,	the	interaction	that	exists	in	and	out	of	class	in	

blended	spaces,	essential	elements	that	play	a	role	in	meaningful	learning	practices…	among	

others.	I	believe	that	having educators use the results of my research will certainly 

demonstrate validity in the success of future practices in education. 
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Glossary of terms 

Asynchronous Learning 

Asynchronous learning is a student-centered teaching method that uses online learning 

resources to facilitate information sharing outside the constraints of time and place among a 

network of people.[1] Asynchronous learning is based on constructivist theory, a student-

centered approach that emphasizes the importance of peer-to-peer interactions.[2] This 

approach combines self-study with asynchronous interactions to promote learning, and it 

can be used to facilitate learning in traditional on-campus education, distance education, 

and continuing education. This combined network of learners and the electronic network in 

which they communicate are referred to as an asynchronous learning network.  

(Definition taken from www.wikipedia.com) 

Blended Learning 

The term blended learning is generally applied to the practice of using both online and in-

person learning experiences when teaching students. In a blended-learning course, for 

example, students might attend a class taught by a teacher in a traditional classroom setting, 

while also independently completing online components of the course outside of the 

classroom. In this case, in-class time may be either replaced or supplemented by online 

learning experiences, and students would learn about the same topics online as they do in 

class—i.e., the online and in-person learning experiences would parallel and complement 

one another. 

(Definition taken from www. http://edglossary.org/blended-learning/) 
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Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) is a key phrase to indicate the 

dynamism that can be achieved with the convergence of computing and 

telecommunications. Putting the "C" in the middle of "IT" emphasizes that it is not just 

about "techie" matters, but is relevant to everyone whose job involves communication. ICT 

makes possible the fast and worldwide exchange of information, and has the capacity to 

revolutionize work processes, service delivery, etc.  

(Definition taken from: http://www.flexibility.co.uk/helpful/glossary.htm) 

Social Networking 

Social Networking is the act of interacting and networking with others in a social online 

environment via the use of a website. 

(Definition taken from: http://www.hudsonhorizons.com/Our-Company/Internet-

Glossary/SocialNetworking.htm) 

Virtual 

The word "virtual" is used to describe a scenario where electronic means are used to 

simulate a traditional (physical) way of doing things, as in: 

• Virtual team: where members of a team may be based in variety of locations, in one or 

several organizations, rarely meeting but working collaboratively using electronic 

networks. 

• Virtual office: takes the virtual team a stage further, so that the office does not exist in 

any particular location, but rather exists in the network. (Definition taken from: 

http://www.flexibility.co.uk/helpful/glossary.html 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Consent Form 

Consent Form 
 
 
De acuerdo con las disposiciones de la Universidad de los Andes en el proyecto de 
investigación en cuestión se dará prevalencia al respeto a la dignidad, a la protección de 
los derechos y al bienestar de las personas y demás seres vivos involucrados en la 
investigación. Por medio de esta carta de consentimiento se le informa el propósito del 
estudio, las acciones esperadas de los participantes, el tiempo durante el cual se llevaría a 
cabo y la aclaración del carácter voluntario de la participación especificando la facultad 
que tienen los participantes de retirarse del proyecto en cualquier momento que lo 
desearan. 
 
Para garantizar la confidencialidad de la información se omitirá en el informe de 
investigación el nombre de las personas que participaron en el estudio, usando 
pseudónimos para tales fines. 
 
I (the undersigned) understand and agree that any data gathered through class observations, 
interviews and/or recordings pertinent to my learning process and the use of technology 
inside and outside the classroom will be used for the purpose of academic research. I 
understand that this information will help understand a teaching practice in a blended space 
when learning English as a foreign language, and I am aware that this information will 
remain completely anonymous and that no reference will be made to me by name. 
 
Your cooperation will be valued considerably and will bring interesting insights. In order to 
participate you will need to sign below and accept that the information gathered through the 
classroom observations, interviews and recordings will be used as research material. 
 
If you consent to take part in this research, rest assure that you will be allowed to leave 
whenever you wish to. 
  
Yo, abajo el firmante, expreso mi consentimiento para que toda la información recogida en 
observaciones de clase, entrevistas y/o grabaciones de clase en relación con mi proceso de 
aprendizaje y uso de la tecnología dentro y fuera del aula sea usada para propósitos de 
investigación académica. Entiendo que esta información ayudará a comprender una práctica 
docente en un espacio semi presencial en mi aprendizaje de inglés como lengua extranjera y 
estoy al tanto de que esta información se usara de manea  anónima, es decir que no habrá 
referencia a mi nombre.  
 
Su cooperación será valorada enormemente  y permitirá obtener conclusiones interesantes. 
Para participar usted simplemente debe firmar abajo y aceptar que la información recogida 
durante las observaciones de clase, entrevistas y grabaciones sea utilizada como material de 
investigación. 
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Si usted da su consentimiento para usar información de las observaciones de clase en la 
investigación, puede estar  seguro(a) que podrá retirar cuando lo desee. 
  
Cordialmente, 
 
 
Andrés Felipe Cárdenas, Investigador. 
 
 
Nombre: ___________________        Firma: _____________________  
Cédula: 
Fecha:  
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Appendix 2. Focus Group Questions 

Topics and questions 

 

BACKGROUND 

¿Cuáles cursos ha tomado en esta institución? 

¿Qué expectativas tenía cuando se iniciaron las clases en este curso? ¿Cree que se han 
cumplido o no? ¿Por qué? 

 

LA METODOLOGIA Y EL PROFESOR 

¿Cree que hay aspectos diferenciadores de este curso en particular con los anteriores? 

 

¿Cómo describe usted la metodología empleada en este curso? ¿Cree que las actividades 
propuestas facilitaron su aprendizaje? ¿Por qué? 

 

¿Qué puede decir del rol del docente en este curso? ¿Fueron sus experiencias con 
profesores anteriores similares o diferentes a las que se dieron aquí? 

 

EL CURSO 

¿Qué aspectos de la clase cree usted que han sido vitales en su proceso de aprendizaje 
durante este curso? 

 

Si pudiera cambiar algo, ¿qué cambiaría y porqué? 

¿Qué no cambiaría?, o qué debe permanecer para facilitar el aprendizaje? 

 

¿Qué debe tener en cuenta un estudiante cuando tome este curso? 
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BLENDED 

¿Qué piensa de los espacios virtuales que se usan dentro y fuera de la clase?  

¿Cómo definiría la función que cumplió Facebook en este curso? ¿Cree que alguna otra 
página, comunidad virtual o red social podría haber sido implementada en lugar de FB?  
¿Por qué? 

¿Considera que hay herramientas tecnológicas que han apoyado su proceso de aprendizaje? 
¿Cuáles y en qué medida? 

 

EL PROCESO 

Si tuviera que describir su desempeño (o su proceso de aprendizaje)  en este bloque, desde 
el número 1 hasta ahora, ¿qué destacaría? 

¿Qué actividades o recursos han sido útiles para evidenciar el proceso? ¿Cuál ha sido su 
experiencia? 

 

LA EVALUACIÓN 

¿Cómo describe la evaluación que se le ha dado de su proceso en todo el curso? 

¿Qué tipos de evaluación se usan? 

¿Las formas de evaluación usadas por el docente le ayudan en su aprendizaje? En qué 
medida? 

 ¿Utilizó de alguna manera el feedback que recibía cada semana? ¿Cómo? 
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Appendix 3. Semi-structured interview questions 

 

1. ¿Qué expectativas tenías cuándo iniciaste las clases en este curso, en esta 

institución? ¿Crees que se han cumplido hasta el momento? ¿Por qué?  

2. ¿Crees que las actividades propuestas en este curso han facilitado tu 
aprendizaje? 

 
3. Hablando de Facebook ¿Cómo defines la función que cumple en este curso?  
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Appendix 4. The online space – Challenge123 6am - Facebook 
 

 


